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A B O u T  T h i S  r e P O r T

This report, prepared by Clean energy group (Ceg), explains the policy advantages and opportunities 
represented by the ConnectedSolutions customer battery storage incentive program, developed (with 
technical support from Ceg) as part of the 2019–2021 Three-year energy efficiency plan in the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts. The report summarizes the barriers to scaling up distributed battery 
storage, explains how the ConnectedSolutions model addresses these barriers, and provides recom-
mendations to other states for how to incentivize battery storage within their own energy efficiency 
plans. The report was generously supported by funding from Barr Foundation, The John Merck Fund, 
and Merck Family Fund. It is available online at www.cleanegroup.org/ceg-resources/resource/ 
connected-solutions-policy. 

“ConnectedSolutions” is a customer load reduction program developed by utilities in Massachusetts. 
The term “ConnectedSolutions” is used in this report as a generic term for any utility program, funded 
through a state energy efficiency program, that pays performance-based incentives to electricity  
customers in exchange for aggregated battery dispatch on peaks.
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When a new clean energy technology emerges, its benefits  
are often more evident than the mechanisms to monetize 
those benefits. This is the situation we now find ourselves in 
with distributed energy storage. Markets and market regulation 
have not kept up with advances in battery technology and its 
applications, meaning battery storage owners are frequently 
unable to monetize their investment. and, despite the fact that 
bringing behind-the-meter (BTM) energy storage to scale is key 
to achieving numerous state clean energy goals, state policy 
also has not kept pace with advances in the technology, with 
the result that most states have few (if any) incentives or  
other funding mechanisms in place to support the growth  
and development of distributed storage markets. 

This policy gap represents a significant missed opportunity  
to harness the myriad benefits battery storage can provide to 
communities, grid operators, and utilities. Distributed, privately 
owned storage can reduce peak demand, enhance renewables 
integration, increase community resilience, defer distribution 
system investments, and reduce local emissions—all valuable 
services that support policy goals in many states. 

Ideally, in the absence of developed markets for these services, 
state energy storage incentives would compensate battery  
owners for delivering these benefits. States could step in with 
programs to connect storage providers with off-takers of these 
services, much as states developed net metering programs  
to connect distributed solar generators to the electric grid.  
yet until very recently, nobody had designed such a program for 
battery storage. and because it remains difficult to monetize 
the many benefits of distributed storage, funding and financing 
for these systems remains difficult to secure, even in states 
that are committed to a clean energy future.

now a new, performance-driven incentive program called  
ConnectedSolutions, developed in the Commonwealth of  
Massachusetts with technical support from Clean energy group 
(Ceg), supplies the missing funding link to accelerate customer-
side uptake of battery technology, while simultaneously deliv-
ering the many important public benefits of storage, and  

Executive Summary
providing a way for storage owners to monetize these bene- 
fits. The fundamental innovation of ConnectedSolutions is to 
integrate customer batteries into the state energy efficiency 
program, making them eligible for performance payments as 
peak demand reducing resources. properly implemented, the  
ConnectedSolutions model could become for distributed battery 
storage what net metering has been for distributed solar— 
a vital link allowing benefits to flow from private system owners 
to public electric grids, and a key funding tool to scale up a  
vital emerging clean energy technology.

The fundamental innovation of Connected-
Solutions is to integrate customer batteries 
into the state energy efficiency program, 
making them eligible for performance 
payments as peak demand reducing 
resources.

This report explains how the ConnectedSolutions program  
was developed in the northeast, why it is successful, and  
how states can adopt it to transform battery storage markets 
nationwide. It also explains the many economic, social and  
policy benefits of ConnectedSolutions. and it recommends  
federal initiatives that could support the adoption of this pro-
gram across the nation, through national storage initiatives 
and technical assistance to states. 
 
P O l i c y  A d vA N TA g e S  O F  T h e  
c O N N e c T e d S O l u T i O N S  M O d e l 

Through working with state policymakers, regulators, develop-
ers, and utilities, Ceg has found that the ConnectedSolutions 
program model offers numerous policy advantages, because it:

n Makes funds available for distributed storage incentives  
by drawing on existing efficiency budgets

Courtesy of Sunrun
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as developed in Massachusetts, the ConnectedSolutions 
program model incorporates a few simple but innovative 
elements to provide economic, efficiency, and policy  
benefits to customers, utilities, policymakers, and the 
storage industry. 

although each state and utility will need to adapt the  
basic model to meet specific needs and accommodate  
local regulations, certain key elements are essential  
to an effective ConnectedSolutions program: 

n Battery funding through state energy efficiency  
programs provides a stable source of incentive  
funding for BTM battery systems

n customer and third-party ownership of batteries  
ensure diverse and competitive battery markets

n Pay-for-performance on a utility signal aggregates  
private batteries for the public good, and ensures  
utilities pay only for services received

n up-front rebates (recommended) help overcome  
cost barriers, especially for lMI customers

n Financing mechanisms such as low- or no-cost  
financing and on-bill payment further reduce cost  

barriers and make the program accessible in  
underserved communities

n Stackable rate adders (recommended) encourages 
the provision of multiple social benefits

• equity/low-Income rate adder

• resilient systems rate adder

n Payment for energy export as well as load reduction  
encourages larger batteries, makes residential systems 
cost-effective, and provides greater grid benefits

n Multi-year customer contracts with utilities make 
systems financeable and encourage project pipelines

n inclusion of third-party aggregators diversifies the 
market and makes more financing and ownership  
models available to customers

n Stackability with other incentive programs maximizes  
customer returns on investment and supports related 
state clean energy programs

n customer opt-out without penalty safeguards  
customer resilience benefits

Key elements of the ConnectedSolutions Model

n Addresses costly and polluting demand peaks through  
the formation of clean virtual power plants

n uses private battery systems to produce public benefits 
through the use of multi-year customer/utility contracts

n reduces investment risk for battery owners, developers, 
and lenders by improving project economics and making  
revenues more consistent and predictable

n improves battery system economics through regular  
performance payments and heightened system financeability 

n encourages system and program standardization   
by setting state-wide program eligibility standards

n democratizes storage ownership and benefits by making 
storage accessible to all, and generating widespread  
ratepayer benefits

n improves energy resilience by supporting and encouraging 
larger batteries

n Addresses utility ownership issues by providing a   
distributed procurement mechanism

Courtesy of Sunrun
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n gives state policymakers a new tool to address related 
energy policy goals such as increasing and integrating  
renewable generation, reducing peak demand, enhancing 
electric resilience, and increasing clean energy access  
for underserved communities

These policy advantages should make the ConnectedSolutions 
model attractive to state policymakers and provide a solid  
basis for incorporating energy storage into state energy  
efficiency plans as a peak demand reducing measure.

The ability to address related state energy policy goals through 
the ConnectedSolutions program model is particularly impor-
tant when considering how to address issues of energy equity. 
Too often, state clean energy incentive programs struggle to 
achieve significant levels of lMI enrollment. It is important that 
the emerging energy storage market not leave underserved 
communities behind. The ConnectedSolutions model, if prop-
erly designed and implemented, can help to address this  
equity gap.

T h e  i M P O r TA N c e  O F  S T O r A g e  e q u i T y

underserved and low- to moderate-income (lMI) communities 
need energy storage more than others, both to reduce energy 
costs and to provide resilient backup power during grid outages. 
at the same time, these communities face higher barriers that 
must be overcome if they are to access the benefits of energy 
storage. ConnectedSolutions, as originally implemented in  
Massachusetts, did not include sufficient provisions to over-
come these barriers. now, proposals in other new england 
states have shown how the program can be improved to  
make it more equitable and accessible.

numerous studies have shown that underserved communities 
pay a higher-than-average portion of income to cover energy 
costs. This is partly because lower income customers tend  

to live in older, less energy-efficiency houses, and are less able 
to make efficiency investments to improve these houses. also, 
energy expenses are to some degree inflexible, meaning they 
don’t vary as much as the customer’s ability to pay. according 
to the national Conference of State legislatures, “a review of 
energy expenses in metropolitan areas shows that customers 
who earn at or below 80 percent of an area’s median income 
contribute, relative to their income, more than twice that of  
median-income customers and more than three times that  
of high-income customers.”1

at the same time, underserved communities are more vulner-
able to natural disasters and the accompanying power outages. 
For example, Brookings reports that “Hurricanes hit the poor 
the hardest”2 while The Atlantic notes the same dynamic in  
the California Camp Fire.3 

For these reasons, as well as for basic equity considerations,  
it is important that lMI and underserved communities not be 
left behind in the energy storage revolution. 

In order to address energy storage equity issues, certain  
barriers must be overcome. These barriers include low rates  
of home ownership in lMI communities, the high up-front cost 
of energy storage, the lack of information about incentive  
programs and the benefits of energy storage, and the difficulty 
of obtaining financing in these communities.

These barriers can be addressed through some simple  
improvements to the basic structure of ConnectedSolutions,  
to make it more accessible:

n Addition of an up-front rebate as proposed by the Connec-
ticut green Bank and included in the current Connecticut 
public utilities regulatory authority (pura) straw proposal, 
with a higher rebate rate or adder for lMI participants

B
igstock/holbox
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•	 Show	that	batteries	pass	the	cost/benefit	test  
required for inclusion in the efficiency plan

•	 Require	efficiency	plan	administrators	to	develop	 
a customer battery program within the efficiency plan

•	 Ensure	that	the	state’s	related	policy	goals	are	 
supported by the battery program

•	 Review	existing	regulations	and	program	rules	for	 
needed updates to accommodate BTM batteries and  
allow benefit stacking. 

•	 Address	distribution	systsem hosting capacity  
shortfalls as necessary

2. Provide incentives and financing to help cover up-front 
costs. The ConnectedSolutions model can provide a cus-
tomer payback through utility pay-for-performance contracts, 
but the customer still has to pay the up-front costs of pur-
chasing and installing a battery. The addition of an up-front 
rebate and/or low- or no-cost financing to this model can 
help customers overcome the initial cost barrier, especially 
in the case of low- and moderate-income customers. 

3. Offer long-duration customer contracts. The duration of 
customer pay-for-performance contracts is critically important 
for risk reduction and financing—the longer the better. 

4. Allow power export to the grid. allowing power export  
in addition to load reduction, and counting exported power 
toward customer performance payments, prevents regional 
peak demand reduction contributions from being limited by 
the size of the customer’s load. This is important for project 
economics, especially for residential and small commercial 
customers, and allows the full grid benefits of BTM batteries 
to be realized.

5.	Avoid	excessive	metering	requirements.	Simple solutions, 
such as using inverter readings, are recommended over 
more complicated and costly solutions, such as requiring 
customers to install multiple electric meters to monitor  
battery charging and discharging.

6. coordinate between clean energy incentive programs.  
BTM battery storage customers may need to stack multiple 
incentives and revenue streams to make their investment 
pay off; for that to happen, the state’s suite of clean energy 
regulations and programs must work together. 

7. recognize the value of customer resilience. To make 
pay-for-performance battery programs work, state policy 
makers and utility program administrators need to acknowl-
edge and support the resilience needs of individuals and 
communities. 

8. Predict and address interconnection barriers early. numer-
ous BTM storage projects have been delayed or cancelled 
due to unexpected high costs of interconnection when line 
upgrades are required. When developing BTM solar and stor-
age programs, states should assess utility hosting capacity 

Underserved and low- to moderate-income 
(LMI) communities need energy storage 
more than others, both to reduce energy 
costs and to provide resilient backup power 
during grid outages. At the same time,  
these communities face higher barriers 
that must be overcome if they are to access 
the benefits of energy storage.

n Pay-for-performance rate adders for lMI participants

n health incentive adders for critical home health customers

n More financing options including on-bill financing,  
as proposed by the Connecticut green Bank

n Affordable housing developer outreach, marketing,  
and technical support to help owners and developers  
of multifamily affordable housing facilities integrate 
solar+storage solutions

n	 Virtual	storage/community	storage as piloted by the  
Sacramento Municipal utility District (SMuD). This variation 
on the community solar model allows the utility to install 
large scale battery storage at a central location (typically  
at a utility substation) and then sell “shares” in the storage 
to customers who may not be able to site a battery in their 
own home or business. The utility then uses the storage to 
reduce costs associated with peak demand and shares the 
benefits with shareholders through bill credits. Connected-
Solutions could allow for similar arrangements with muni-
cipalities, schools or community buildings hosting the bater-
ies and contracting with utilities on behalf of community 
“shareholders” who would share in the benefits. resiliency 
benefits to a school, municipal or community building would 
also benefit the community, as the facility could serve as  
a public shelter in case of a grid outage.

l e S S O N S  l e A r N e d  
A N d  r e c O M M e N d AT i O N S  F O r  
S TAT e  P O l i c y M A k e r S

although ConnectedSolutions is a very new program, Ceg  
has compiled some lessons learned from early adopters and 
developed recommendations for state policymakers looking  
to adopt a ConnectedSolutions model program: 

1. Follow the steps taken in other states, with appropriate 
adaptations. These include: 

•	 Integrate	peak	demand	reduction into the state’s  
energy efficiency plan

•	 Specify	that	BTM	batteries	are	eligible as a peak- 
reducing or active demand response measure
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ahead of time, and plan for distribution system upgrades 
where they are needed, to avoid high upgrade costs falling 
on individual customers.

c O N c l u S i O N

The electric grid is at an inflection point. States are taking  
on big, new, clean energy challenges, such as increasing rpS 
targets, setting 100 percent clean energy goals, developing 
clean peak standards, increasing electric efficiency, advancing 
electrification, and tackling grid modernization. at the same 
time, states need to find ways to increase electric system  
resilience, reduce reliance on dirty fossil fuel peaker plants, 
lower the high costs of peak demand, and democratize the 
clean energy revolution to ensure that low-income and under-
served communities share in the benefits of emerging,  
clean, distributed energy technologies.

To accomplish all this, states need to expand and scale up  
the deployment of distributed, BTM energy storage. Distributed 
battery storage is the key enabling technology that can integrate 
renewables onto the grid, provide clean backup power during 
grid outages, reduce demand peaks and the associated high 
costs and emissions, enable electrification, and retire dirty 
peaker plants.

ConnectedSolutions gives states a way to support and scale  
up battery storage without developing new incentive programs 

or establishing new budgets: the model simply requires states 
to integrate energy storage into their existing energy efficiency 
programs. utilities and third parties then market and adminis-
ter the program, which is highly cost-effective, since utilities 
purchase only the grid services that they need from customer 
batteries, and do not incur the added costs of capital invest-
ment, operations and maintenance, or decommissioning.  
This gives utilities the ability to benefit from energy storage 
services, without incurring the costs and responsibilities  
of energy storage ownership.

For utility customers, the ConnectedSolutions incentives can 
leverage low- or no-cost financing for the batteries, which can 
be paid off well within the lifespan of the equipment through  
a simple, low-risk, multi-year, pay-for-performance contract.  
For investors, the program lowers risk, increases standardiza-
tion, and allows pipelines of BTM energy storage projects 
to be developed. 

By enabling the deployment of more battery storage capacity, 
and by focusing the aggregated dispatch of this capacity on 
peak demand periods, this new model can help states begin  
to replace dirty fossil fuel power plants with clean, distributed 
solar+storage systems that provide real benefits to individuals, 
businesses, and communities. The result will be a cleaner, 
more resilient, more equitable power system for all.

A battery storage system   
at one of the 14 rental units   
at the Mcknight lane redevel-
opment in waltham, vT. each  
of the affordable housing units is 
equipped	with	a	solar	and	 
battery storage system.

C
lean energy g

roup
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Introduction
In 2019, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts commenced  
a nation-leading experiment. With technical support from Clean 
energy group (Ceg), Massachusetts approved a three-year  
energy efficiency plan4 that, for the first time, included behind-
the-meter (BTM) energy storage as a peak demand reducing 
measure, allowing incentives to be made available from the 
state’s energy efficiency budget. 

For nearly a decade, Massachusetts had led the nation in  
energy efficiency, winning top marks from the american Council 
for an energy efficient economy (aCeee).5 But this was some-
thing different: energy storage, in the form of residential and 
commercial-scale batteries, represented a new type of effici-
ency. Battery performance incentives from the efficiency budget 
represented a new way to fund distributed energy storage. and 
the aggregation of customer-owned batteries through utilities 
and third parties, to reduce costly regional demand peaks,  
represented the nation’s first state-supported virtual power 
plant (Vpp), a new business model that harnesses private  
storage resources to create public ratepayer savings.

Clean energy group had already helped to create one of the 
first small-scale Vpps in Vermont, where green Mountain power 
(gMp), the state’s largest utility, was facing similar peak-related 
expenses. In 2016, gMp, Ceg and the Clean energy States  
alliance (Ceg’s sister nonprofit) worked with the uS Department 
of energy (Doe) office of electricity, Sandia national laboratories 
and foundation funders to install a pilot project in rural Waltham, 
VT, placing batteries in 14 modular, high-efficiency solar-equipped 
homes at the new McKnight lane affordable housing develop-
ment.7 Through this pilot, gMp learned to aggregate and coor-
dinate BTM batteries to meet regional grid needs. 

Based on the success of McKnight lane, gMp launched a  
residential powerwall program8 in partnership with Tesla, fol-
lowed by a Bring your own Device (ByoD) battery program9  
that allowed gMp customers to choose between several home 
battery manufacturers. gMp’s most recent program, called  
resilient Home,10 allows customers to install two powerwall 
batteries for longer duration backup power. like Connected-

Solutions, the gMp programs allow the utility to partner with 
customers to install BTM batteries to meet larger grid needs. 
gMp has saved millions of dollars for its ratepayers by using 
customer-sited batteries to control demand peaks, thereby  
lowering capacity and transmission costs.11

In 2019, Massachusetts approved a  
three-year energy efficiency plan that, for 
the first time, included behind-the-meter 
energy storage as a peak demand reducing 
measure, allowing incentives to be made 
available from the state’s energy efficiency 
budget. 

However, few utilities have pursued distributed energy storage 
as aggressively as gMp; in fact, many are resistant to the  
idea of scaling up a new BTM energy resource. This can create 
a challenging landscape for forward-looking state energy policy-
makers tasked with meeting numerous clean energy goals  
and targets, such as integrating more renewable generation, 
modernizing the grid and making it more resilient, reducing air 
emissions, increasing efficiency and promoting the adoption  
of new distributed energy technologies. 

In Massachusetts, the Department of energy resources 
(Doer) had been tasked with meeting aggressive new state 
energy storage procurement targets. after supporting the adop-
tion of these targets, Ceg proposed a customer energy storage 
rebate program to scale up deployment of the technology—but 
the state didn’t have funds budgeted to support a new rebate. 
What it did have was a well-funded energy efficiency program. 

From a regulatory standpoint, there was little need to amend 
the existing energy efficiency program rules to accommodate 
energy storage. The state had already included peak demand 
reduction in the enabling legislation as a goal of the efficiency 

Courtesy of Sunrun
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program, and batteries are a peak-shifting technology. The  
problem was that nobody had conducted the necessary analy-
sis to show that behind-the-meter battery storage could pass 
the state’s required cost/benefit test, in order to be funded 
under the efficiency program. With deadlines to complete the 
Commonwealth’s energy efficiency plan looming, Ceg contracted 
with applied economics Clinic to perform the needed analysis. 
The results, published in 2018,12 showed that customer  
batteries would pass the test.

The Massachusetts efficiency program administrators (utilities) 
subsequently conducted their own cost/benefit analysis for 
BTM storage, with remarkably similar results.13 under state  
law, the efficiency program was required to “provide for the  
acquisition of all available energy efficiency and demand  
reduction resources that are cost effective.” With its cost- 
effectiveness established, energy storage was in.

once the ConnectedSolutions battery program was developed 
and implemented in Massachusetts, the two biggest investor-
owned utilities in the Commonwealth, eversource and national 
grid, began working with regulators to offer similar battery  
programs to their customers in neighboring states. at this  
writing, the program has been adopted in Massachusetts, 
rhode Island and Connecticut, and piloted in new Hampshire.14  
Meanwhile, ByoD programs similar to gMp’s have been 
launched by utilities in new Hampshire, new york, California, 
and oregon, and are under discussion by utilities and regula-
tors in other states. 

ConnectedSolutions and ByoD programs are important not 
simply because they are new, but because they solve numer-
ous problems in bringing distributed battery storage to scale. 
Compared to other funding mechanisms, this new aggregated 
distributed storage model, sometimes called a “virtual power 
plant (Vpp),” solves key challenges that battery storage often 
presents for developers, lenders, battery owners, utilities,  
policymakers, and regulators: 

n For developers it improves battery project bankability  
and internal rates of return while unlocking grid service  
value that may be inaccessible through other programs

n For lenders it reduces risk 

n For battery owners it shortens payback periods, makes  
batteries accessible to all, and provides backup power  
for free

n For utilities it makes behind-the-meter batteries controllable 
and predictable, and reduces the cost and risk inherent  
in storage capital investment

n For policymakers and regulators it democratizes storage 
and benefits all ratepayers, improving the case for investing 
public funds 

perhaps most importantly, it makes large and established  
energy efficiency budgets available to support distributed  
battery storage, making it possible for states to scale up this 
essential new technology. This serves numerous state policy 
interests, such as increasing renewable energy deployment, 
reducing fossil fuel dependency, reducing emissions, flattening 
regional demand peaks, lowering system-wide energy costs, 
and increasing grid resilience.

This report takes a first look at this new aggregated battery 
storage model from a policy perspective. It examines existing 
customer battery storage programs, exploring their benefits  
and challenges; reports on lessons learned; and makes  
recommendations for states wishing to replicate and improve 
upon these programs.

Once the ConnectedSolutions battery 
program was developed and implemented 
in Massachusetts, the two biggest investor-
owned utilities in the Commonwealth, 
Eversource and National Grid, began to 
offer similar battery programs to their 
customers in neighboring states.
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How the ConnectedSolutions Model Works
as developed in Massachusetts, the ConnectedSolutions 
program is based on a pay-for-performance model of  
customer battery funding. The program is part of the 
Commonwealth’s Three-year energy efficiency plan, and 
it achieves efficiencies by reducing peak demand on the 
regional grid. To achieve peak demand reductions, the 
utility contracts for use of the customer’s battery during 
regional demand peaks; the customer owns the batter-
ies, and the utility pays only for services actually  
delivered. 

Customers sign a five-year contract with their utility 
 to participate in up to two of three different program  
offerings: a winter seasonal program, a summer daily 
dispatch program, and a summer targeted dispatch  
program. Customers can participate in one summer  
program, but not both, along with the winter program. 
each of the three programs has its own performance  
payment rate. payments are based on seasonal average 
hourly dispatch during the hours signaled by the utility. 
Dispatch events are usually three hours in duration, 
meaning battery capacity is de-rated by two-thirds  
when calculating payments.

For example, a commercial customer in Massachusetts 
installs a 60-kWh battery and signs up for the summer 
daily dispatch program, which offers a pay rate of $200/
kW. If the customer responds to every utility signal over 
the season, and fully dispatches their battery each time, 
their maximum possible payment for one summer sea-
son is 20 kW x $200/kW = $4,000 (because a 60 kWh 
battery can, at best, deliver 20 kW/hr for three hours). 
assuming the same customer also signs up for the  
winter program, their maximum payout for a year would 
be $4,500 (the winter program rate is $25/kW). over   
a five-year contract period, this commercial customer 
could earn a maximum of $22,500 from participating   
in ConnectedSolutions. 

There is no guarantee at this point that the utility  
program administrators will offer customers a second 
five-year contract, or that the rates would remain the 
same, but assuming a second contract was available   
at the same rates, the customer would be able to earn  
a maximum of $45,000 over ten years. This income is 
additional to other available incentives, such as the  

value of any Clean peak Standard credits generated,   
the SMarT solar rebate, net metering revenues, and the 
federal Investment Tax Credit (the last three assume the 
customer has a solar pV system as well as a battery).  
Together, these incentives and performance payments 
make it possible for the battery storage system to pay   
for itself—even for low-income and residential customers, 
who might not be able to reduce demand charges or take 
advantage of other significant energy cost savings in the 
absence of such incentives.

In the Massachusetts Connected- 
Solutions program, customers are 
credited not only for reducing their 
load, but also for any excess power 
they export to the grid during dispatch 
calls. This means that customer 
revenues are not limited by the  
size of the customer’s load. 

It is important to note that customers who sign up for the 
program are not required to participate in every dispatch 
event called by their utility. Customers can opt out if they 
do not wish to respond to the utility signal, for example  
if they wish to reserve battery capacity for their own use 
during the dispatch window. There is no penalty for failing 
to respond, but this will reduce the customer’s average 
response rate (and therefore payment) for the season.15

It is also important to understand that in the Massa- 
chusetts ConnectedSolutions program, customers are 
credited not only for reducing their load, but also for any 
excess power they export to the grid during dispatch calls. 
This means that customer revenues are not limited by   
the size of the customer’s load. For example, if the com-
mercial customer discussed above happened to have a 
facility load of only 10 kW during a battery dispatch call, 
the excess 10 kW left in the battery after reducing the 
customer’s load to zero could be exported to the grid,  
and it would be credited as part of the customer’s  
performance payment.16
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The Barriers to Distributed Storage Scale-Up
Distributed energy storage (behind customer meters) offers 
numerous benefits—so many that it is frequently referred to  
as the “holy grail” needed to unlock a clean, renewable energy 
future. unfortunately, there are many barriers to bringing dis-
tributed energy storage to scale. These problems must be  
overcome if communities, states, and regional electric grids  
are to realize the promised benefits.

The primary barriers to bringing distributed storage to scale at 
present include cost and related financing and market barriers:

n high capital costs. Despite significant decreases in manu-
facturing costs, batteries remain too expensive relative to 
their monetizable benefits in many parts of the country,  
and for many applications. This also means that for state 
policymakers, it may be costly to provide effective incen-
tives for battery storage.

n	 Economic	risk/lack	of	financing.	Some of the monetizable 
benefits of storage, such as demand charge management, 
may be viewed as risky by lenders. This means that even 
where storage can achieve payback through cost reductions 
and revenues, favorable financing for storage investment 
may not be available, and pipelines of projects can be  
difficult to develop. Where too few financing vehicles exist  
to help address high capital costs, policymakers and devel-
opers struggle to provide battery ownership opportunities, 
especially in low- to middle-income (lMI) communities.

n	 Lack	of	markets/barriers	to	market	entry.	Many benefits  
of storage cannot be monetized due to the lack of markets 
for energy storage services, or because of the barriers to 

market access. This makes it challenging for storage to  
provide all the benefits of which it is capable, and it can  
prevent storage from passing cost/benefit analyses. 

n lack of standardization. a lack of standardization at all  
levels of the storage ecosystem, including in system  
components and communications/controls, regulatory 
codes and standards, market rules, and state policies and 
programs, translates to added costs to developers, including 
system design/build costs and administrative costs. 

other problems with distributed storage stem from these cost, 
financing, and market barriers:

n Barriers to provision of social benefits. Battery storage can 
offer many social benefits, such as reduced regional electric 
peak demand, improved integration of renewable generation, 
and increased energy resilience. But without developed  
markets for these benefits, it is difficult for storage owners 
to provide them.17 This in turn makes it difficult for policy-
makers to justify distributed storage incentives, because  
it may appear that public funds are paying only for private 
end-user benefits.

n	 Unequal	access. For the reasons enumerated above, energy 
storage remains a niche commodity. This means that utilities, 
high-wealth individuals, and big corporations may have  
access to the benefits of energy storage, while lMI commu-
nities and customers may not. This energy justice problem 
is typical of new clean energy technologies such as solar  
pV, but with the right state policies, it could be avoided  
in the scale-up of distributed energy storage. 

Distributed energy storage (behind customer meters) offers numerous 
benefits—so many that it is frequently referred to as the “holy grail” 
needed to unlock a clean, renewable energy future. Unfortunately, there 
are many barriers to bringing distributed energy storage to scale. 

Courtesy of Sunrun
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How ConnectedSolutions Addresses  
Energy Storage Barriers
ConnectedSolutions directly addresses these barriers by pro-
viding a reliable, performance-based incentives for BTM battery 
storage, thereby reducing economic risk and enabling financing 
for BTM battery projects. This also enables customer-owned 
storage to benefit the regional grid, allows for diversification of 
storage ownership, and provides state policymakers with a way 
to incentivize the additional societal benefits of energy storage. 
In short, the ConnectedSolutions model solves challenges 
faced by many parties—customers, utilities, developers, lenders, 
regulators, and policymakers—who want to support or  install 
battery storage. 

program benefits fall roughly into two categories: economic 
benefits and social benefits.

e c O N O M i c  B e N e F i T S

ConnectedSolutions addresses battery cost barriers by offering 
utility performance payments to participating battery owners. 
These payments are guaranteed through multi-year contracts 
and backed by state energy efficiency program budgets. predict-
able revenues offset battery costs, reduce economic risk, and 
make it easier for lenders to provide favorable financing to  
storage owners and developers.

Funding through energy efficiency programs

The first and most obvious policy benefit of the Connected- 
Solutions program is that it makes existing energy efficiency 
funds available to support BTM battery storage deployment—
or, put another way, it provides state policymakers with a way  
to offer battery storage incentives using an existing program 
that is typically well-established and well-funded. Incorporating 
storage into an existing energy efficiency program can be  
easier and more effective than starting a new storage   
incentive program with new sources of funding. 

a significant advantage of moving energy storage into state  
efficiency programs is that these programs tend to be better 
funded than many other state clean energy initiatives. In 2019, 
states invested more than $6.8 billion in electric efficiency  
programs annually (see Table 1, p.16), with investment levels 
growing steadily since 1998 (see Figure 1, p.17).18 The median 
investment in electric efficiency is $64 million annually per state. 
allowing batteries to qualify for these funds could add signifi-
cantly to the effort to bring distributed energy storage to scale.

It is also important to note that some existing, traditional  
efficiency measures are now returning fewer benefits than  
they have in the past. For example, in many markets, most 
available lighting upgrades have already been accomplished.  
In addition, the lighting industry has already moved on to  
more efficient technologies, with incandescent bulbs hardly 
available any longer, and even compact fluorescent bulbs  
quickly losing market share to leDs. This being the case,  
continuing to pump public dollars into lighting rebates makes 
less economic sense. as older efficiency measures begin to 
offer diminishing returns, state programs should shift funding 
to support new and emerging technologies, like energy storage. 
In fact, incorporating new technologies is a well-established 
best practice for energy efficiency programs.19

improving project economics

prior to the development of the ConnectedSolutions/ByoD 
model, the main economic model for BTM battery economics 
was commercial demand charge management (DCM).20 The 
DCM model relies on the ability of BTM batteries to lower  
onsite peak demand for commercial facilities operating under 
utility rate tariffs with a demand charge component, a process 
known as “peak shaving.” By discharging batteries to lower 
their facility’s 15-minute peak demand each month, commercial 
customers paying high demand rates can reduce their energy 
costs. For some commercial customers, this peak demand  
reduction results in significant cost savings.21 

Courtesy of Sunrun
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The Federal role in advancing battery Storage
To date, there has been too little federal support for  
energy storage program development at the state level. 
although the Federal energy regulatory Commission 
(FerC) has ordered wholesale energy markets opened   
to storage participation, it remains for state policymakers 
and regulators, together with regional grid operators and 
utilities, to create the mechanisms for that participation.
The federal government, under a new administration, 
could do much to support state efforts to develop  
programs like ConnectedSolutions, which create the 
mechanisms to link private, BTM batteries with public 
energy grids and markets. Here we list some actions  
that should be taken at the federal level to provide  
this support. For a more detailed discussion of these 
points, see appendix a.

n establish a federal energy storage tax credit. 

n establish national storage capacity targets.

n Set national storage pricing and technology  
improvement goals.

n Support development of storage applications,  
valuation and markets, and industry benchmarking 
and tracking. 

n	 Establish	storage	codes	and	standards/best	practices.

n Support lMi access to energy storage.

n Support battery storage for resilient power. 

n	 Develop	federal/state	partnerships	and	provide	 
technical support.

n Provide federal support for state storage analysts.

n Provide municipal utility and rural electric  
cooperative storage support. 

n Support battery storage for home health.

n Support batteries for peaker plant replacement.

n Provide low-cost storage financing to reduce risk.

Clean energy group
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TaBle  1

2019 electric efficiency Program Spending by State

State

2019 electric 
efficiency 
Spending 
($ million) $ Per capita State

2019 electric 
efficiency 
Spending 
($ million) $ Per capita

rhode island 104.1 98.24 Nevada 45.3 14.71

Massachusetts 620.4 90.02 utah 47.1 14.69

vermont 55.2 88.46 Missouri 85.8 13.98

Maryland 275.6 45.58 North carolina 145.8 13.90

connecticut 161.4 45.28 New Jersey 123.0 13.85

california 1516.4 38.38 wisconsin 79.0 13.57

Oregon 161.5 38.28 Montana 14.4 13.44

New hampshire 48.6 35.74 South carolina 64.0 12.43

idaho 61.4 34.37 Arizona 82.4 11.32

illinois 433.8 34.23 Texas 196.2 6.77

Maine 45.9 34.12 kentucky 27.2 6.09

New york 645.2 33.17 Mississippi 17.1 5.74

hawaii 42.0 29.66 georgia 57.0 5.37

Minnesota 157.0 27.84 South dakota 4.7 5.31

Michigan 250.7 25.10 louisiana 24.6 5.29

washington 190.7 25.05 Florida 105.4 4.91

iowa 75.6 23.95 west virginia 7.6 4.24

Arkansas 68.0 22.52 virginia 31.7 3.72

district of columbia 15.4 21.79 Nebraska 7.1 3.65

colorado 108.0 18.75 Tennessee 19.2 2.81

delaware 17.9 18.41 Alabama 7.7 1.57

wyoming 10.2 17.66 North dakota 0.2 0.20

Oklahoma 68.6 17.34 kansas 0.3 0.11

Pennsylvania 197.5 15.43 Alaska 0.0 0.03

indiana 101.8 15.12

New Mexico 31.7 15.12 u.S. total 6,832.4

Ohio 175.0 14.97 Median 64.0 15.12

Source: aCeee, “The 2020 State energy efficiency Scorecard.” https://www.aceee.org/research-report/u2011

analysis by Ceg has shown that participating in Connected- 
Solutions can significantly improve battery economics as  
compared to the DCM model.22 Modeling battery storage at  
six multifamily affordable housing facilities in Massachusetts 
demonstrated that participating in ConnectedSolutions offers 
significantly better project economics for the facilities studied, 
compared to the results for the same facilities under a DCM 
model. This is shown in improved internal rates of return (Irrs), 
which increased by 26-36 percent under ConnectedSolutions, 
and reduced simple payback periods (Spps) as shown in Figure 2 
(p.17). 
 
The improved economic performance of batteries under the 
ConnectedSolutions model is important because it makes  

possible numerous other benefits, as explained below.  
For more information about Ceg’s economic analysis, see  
ConnectedSolutions: The New Economics of Solar+Storage  
for Affordable Housing in Massachusetts.23

reducing economic risk and improving project financeability

ConnectedSolutions reduces economic risk for battery projects, 
as compared with the DCM model, by eliminating battery owner 
guesswork and guaranteeing cash flow through multi-year utility 
contracts. This in turn reduces investment risk and improves 
battery project bankability, which is important for bringing  
distributed storage to scale.

https://www.aceee.org/research-report/u2011
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F Ig ure  2

Simple Payback Period for commercial Multifamily housing in Massachusetts
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The growth of State electric efficiency Funding

Source: aCeee, “The 2020 State energy efficiency Scorecard.” https://www.aceee.org/research-report/u2011 
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until now, recouping the significant investment required to  
purchase and install a battery system behind the customer’s 
meter required a lot of time and effort, as well as some luck. 
The most promising model, demand charge management for 
commercial customers, assumes that the customer can cor-
rectly and consistently predict their peak electrical usage and 
manage the battery effectively, so that it is fully charged and 
ready for use to shave each peak. This can be more difficult 
than it sounds, especially if the facility has multiple peaks in  
a day or even in a week. Missing just one peak during a month 
can mean missing out on that month’s projected cost savings. 
If there are two peaks in one day, recharging the battery in  
between could be impossible. Similarly, if a customer’s load 
curve is relatively flat, achieving significant cost savings through 
peak shaving may not be feasible.

Demand charge management is also subject to risks beyond 
the customer’s control. For example, if the utility changes its 
tariff, or the customer experiences changes in their electricity 
usage due to evolving energy needs or changes in operational 
patterns, the savings available through demand charge  
management could be permanently affected.

These risks can make it harder for energy storage project  
developers to get financing at favorable rates.

By contrast, the ConnectedSolutions model ties battery  
revenues to a utility contract, and battery operations to utility 
signals. rather than predicting their own facility’s peaks, the 
customer merely allows their battery to respond to utility  
signals, which are announced the day before to give ample  
time for battery charging. Customer payments are guaranteed 
through the contract, so long as they participate in the peak 
events when signaled to do so.24 This removes the guesswork 
and uncertainty from customer battery operations, allowing  
revenues to be more confidently predicted.

risk reduction is important for project financing; and favorable 
project financing is important to bring storage to scale. In order 
to advance the battery storage industry from a series of one-
off, unique projects to pipelines of standardized projects, it  
is necessary to develop replicable, low-risk products that can 
be marketed to a wide audience. ConnectedSolutions takes a 
significant step in this direction by lowering risk, and another  
by making energy storage projects standardized and widely  
replicable across a broad range of customers. It also lowers 
administrative costs for developers by making it easier to  
identify potential project sites. under the ConnectedSolutions 
model, developers no longer need to waste time and analysis 
resources locating the few commercial customers with the  
right type of load profile for DCM projects.

increasing standardization

If the deployment model for battery energy storage remains the 
purchase and installation of one-off, unique, designed-to-order 
systems, then distributed storage will continue to be expensive, 

difficult to finance and insure, and primarily available only to 
wealthy early adopters. If storage is to be scaled up to meet 
state clean energy and grid modernization goals, it will need  
to become standardized around requirements for installation, 
interconnection, performance, maintenance, decommission- 
ing, and recycling, while still encouraging a diverse and  
competitive market.

In order to advance the battery storage 
industry from a series of one-off, unique 
projects to pipelines of standardized 
projects, it is necessary to develop 
replicable, low-risk products that can  
be marketed to a wide audience.

The importance of standardization is evident if one considers 
other common consumer appliances. For example, consider 
 the personal computer (pC). When shopping for a computer, 
one may be able to choose between dozens if not hundreds of 
competing products. However, whichever product is selected, 
the consumer can be assured that it will conform to numerous 
industry standards and will be able to perform a suite of  
expected applications. 

Though different pCs may have different chargers, all will plug 
into a standard wall outlet. They may have different processors, 
but all will be able to run standard software packages, includ-
ing many offered by third parties. Most accessory devices, such 
as keyboards, monitors, printers, etc. will work with whatever 
pC the customer has purchased. Furthermore, all pCs conform 
to a much larger ecosystem of codes and standards, including 
fire codes, electrical codes, consumer protection laws, and  
the like, and benefit from supporting industries that offer  
insurance, warrantees, financing, maintenance, and replace-
ment plans.

In other words, a certain amount of standardization in com-
petitive markets is important; without it, personal computers 
(and thousands of other products) would be far less useful  
and beneficial, and far fewer people would buy them.

Stationary battery storage has not yet reached this level of 
standardization. Codes and standards are still being developed, 
and critical services such as communication and control  
between different devices can still be problematic. Support  
services such as financing, insurance and recycling are just 
beginning to develop. Increased standardization is necessary  
if batteries are to come to scale and provide all the benefits  
of which they are capable.

The ConnectedSolutions/ByoD model encourages standardi-
zation in that participating customers must own batteries that 
meet minimum program standards. Some of these standards 
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have been established by program administrators (utilities), in 
order to facilitate signaling customer batteries and measuring 
battery discharge. others may be established by state regula-
tors or policymakers, who will want to ensure that participating 
batteries meet minimum standards for safety, round trip  
efficiency, and cost-effectiveness. 

Currently, some of these standards take the form of pre-approved 
equipment lists. as an example, green Mountain power has 
identified five batteries that are eligible for participation in its 
ByoD program, while national grid has identified four qualifying 
inverter manufacturers for participants in its ConnectedSolutions 
program. as these programs become more sophisticated, stan-
dards will likely be increasingly expressed in terms of perfor-
mance metrics and certifications rather than lists of approved 
equipment.

Furthermore, ConnectedSolutions programs support standard 
system offerings because batteries no longer need to be sized 
to specific customer loads. In part, this is because batteries 
are credited for exporting power to the grid under Connected- 

Solutions—as opposed to economic models, like DCM and  
demand response, that limit benefits to customer load reduc-
tions.25 allowing power export frees customers to economically 
install larger batteries and enables developers to offer a few 
standard battery systems designed to work well under the  
Connected-Solutions program terms, rather than having to  
design systems to meet individual customer needs based  
solely on facility loads.

and as ConnectedSolutions and similar program models  
are adopted by more states, developers and aggregators will 
increasingly be able to standardize their program offerings, 
thereby reducing administrative costs.

While it is important not to limit competition between battery 
manufacturers, it is also important to begin to establish stan-
dards for the industry. as ConnectedSolutions/ByoD programs 
spread to other states and utility territories, they will encour-
age increased standardization at both the system and the  
program levels.

e F F i c i e N c y  v S .  d e M A N d  r e S P O N S e

Where Do batteries belong?
Currently, customer energy storage aggregation programs 
come in two basic flavors: the ConnectedSolutions model 
in new england, which supports customer-owned batter-
ies through state energy efficiency plans; and ByoD pro-
grams in several utility territories, which treat storage as 
part of utility demand response programs. one could see 
these as competing models, although customers gener-
ally will not have a choice as to which of the two models 
they prefer. From a policymaking perspective, however,   
it is worth considering the relative merits of each, and 
whether there is an advantage in choosing one model 
over the other. 

although both models represent a significant step  
forward in distributed storage funding, Ceg suggests  
policymakers consider adopting the ConnectedSolutions, 
efficiency-based model wherever it is feasible. There  
are five main reasons for this recommendation: 

n The availability of larger energy efficiency budgets 
compared to demand response budgets. according  
to the uS energy Information administration, state 
electric energy efficiency budgets currently amount   
to about $6 billion nationwide (another $2 billion is 
allocated to gas efficiency programs). By contrast,  
utility budgets for demand response programs  
cumulatively amount to about $1.5 billion.

n The opportunity for greater policy input into efficiency 
program development. efficiency programs tend to  
be more transparent and open to input from state 
policymakers, ngos, and the general public.

n The ability of states to incentivize utility efficiency 
gains through performance payments. The use of 
utility performance incentive mechanisms (pIMs)  
enables states to reward utilities for successfully 
meeting efficiency program goals.

n The ability of the customer to export power to  
the grid in the connectedSolutions model. By com-
parison, demand response programs are typically  
designed for load reduction only, which limits the  
benefits and revenue potential of BTM batteries. 

n The statewide nature of energy efficiency programs, 
which	supports	equitable	access	to	energy	storage	
technology. By comparison, demand response pro-
grams are frequently available only to customers within 
a single utility territory, and in many cases residential 
customers have no opportunity to participate.

For more information on the advantages of Connected- 
Solutions over demand response programs for scaling 
up distributed energy storage, see appendix C.
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F Ig ure  3

Sizing the entire grid to Meet Occasional Peaks causes inefficiencies
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Source: adapted by the author from Massachusetts State of Charge report.

This white area indicates inefficiencies in a 

system sized to meet occasional peaks.

The monetizable value of storage is partly due to the high costs of our oversized grid. 

The highest value of storage is in  
providing capacity to meet demand 
peaks, not in providing bulk energy.

S O c i A l  B e N e F i T S

In addition to the economics benefits discussed above,  
the ConnectedSolutions model offers new ways to expand  
the social benefits of distributed energy storage. These social 
benefits include reducing expensive and polluting demand 
peaks, expanding electric system resilience, democratizing and 
expanding the storage market (including lMI communities), 
and addressing numerous related state energy policy goals.

Addressing costly and polluting demand peaks

When electricity demand is at its highest, the cost of grid  
energy is also very high. Currently, billions of ratepayer dollars 
are paid each year to fossil fuel peaker plants that charge a 
premium to operate during these peak demand hours.26 These 
peaker plants are also associated with high levels of harmful 
air pollution emissions, and they are often sited in urban  
environments, resulting in local pollution-related health issues 
in predominately low-income communities and communities  
of color. 

The high costs and emissions associated with peak demand 
are increasingly recognized as a problem by state policymakers. 
For example, in 2016 the Massachusetts State of Charge report 
found that 40 percent of the state’s overall cost of electric  
service was attributed to just 10 percent of highest demand 
hours each year (see Figure 3). 

Distributed energy storage, properly managed, provides a policy 
solution to high costs and pollution associated with fossil fuel 
peaker plants. Storage can compete with these peaker plants 

(and replace them) by providing lower-cost, cleaner peaking 
power27 along with other community benefits, such as resilience 
and energy cost savings. But to do so, it must be scaled up and 
aggregated through utility- or third-party battery programs. That 
is, there must be sufficient BTM storage capacity available to 
provide clean power on peak; and there must be a mechanism 
to ensure that these BTM systems will all discharge at the  
right time to provide the needed service to the grid.

ConnectedSolutions provides both the funding mechanism  
to scale-up BTM storage, and the aggregation/dispatch  
mechanism to harness BTM storage for regional grid needs. 
It is a one-stop policy solution for states to begin to tackle  
the problem of peak demand in a targeted way, whether  
through vertically integrated or deregulated utilities.

It is important to note that peak demand cannot be effectively 
reduced using only traditional, passive efficiency measures 
(which lower overall electricity consumption, but do not shift 
demand peaks) or through stand-alone renewable generators 

There must be sufficient BTM storage 
capacity available to provide clean power 
on peak; and there must be a mechanism 
to ensure that these BTM systems will all 
discharge at the right time, to provide the 
needed service to the grid.
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F Ig ure  4

renewables do Not reliably Produce during demand Peaks

Source: Massachusetts Doer.

without significant amounts of energy storage, anticipated increased amounts of solar Pv, hydroelectric power and offshore wind to be  
installed by 2030 will not reliably address peak electricity demand hours in the winter (note that many states do not have the option   
of increasing generation from offshore wind and hydro).
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like solar and wind (because these renewables cannot be dis-
patched on-demand, and peak generation hours for wind and 
solar often do not align with peak demand from customers  
[see Figure 4]). 

In fact, some studies have indicated that as more distributed 
solar pV is added to the grid, overproduction of solar electricity 
at midday can result in lower demand for grid power during 
these times and higher demand during evening peaks, requiring 
dispatchable generators to meet steeper ramping requirements.28 
and in general, more renewables on the grid can mean more 
unpredictable variation in generation, resulting in greater  
potential for mis-matches between supply and demand for  
electricity.29 

energy storage is the key clean energy technology to effectively 
target regional demand peaks. To achieve this, Connected- 
Solutions provides for utility or third-party dispatch of distrib-
uted battery systems on peaks, thereby directing the peak- 
reducing benefits of BTM batteries toward the regional demand 
peak rather than individual customer peaks. This coordinated, 
aggregated use of distributed energy storage, sometimes 
called a “virtual power plant” (Vpp), saves money for all rate-
payers and increases efficiency across the regional grid.30

The ability to provide widespread ratepayer benefits gives  
the ConnectedSolutions model a distinct advantage over the 
demand charge management (DCM) model. While both models 
provide benefits to the storage owner, only ConnectedSolutions 
guarantees benefits to all ratepayers.
 
improving resilience
resilience in the face of increasingly frequent and severe  
power outages is an important benefit offered by BTM battery 
storage. Whether utility customers are facing outages due to 
hurricanes on the east Coast, ice storms in the Midwest, or 
wildfires on the West Coast, the ability to continue to support 
critical loads when the grid is down is increasingly important  
to both policymakers and ratepayers.31 However, the duration  
of the resilience benefit that energy storage can provide is  
determined by the size of the battery relative to the customer’s 
load, with larger capacity batteries providing more resilience 
than smaller ones (all else being equal). Due to the design  
of its pay-for-performance rate structure, ConnectedSolutions 
supports larger BTM batteries than customers might otherwise 
be able to economically install, and thereby supports greater 
resilience in the event of grid outages.
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batteries for Peaker Plant replacement
utilities sometimes refer to aggregated, distributed solar 
plus battery storage systems (solar+storage) as “virtual 
power plants,” but they could as easily be called “virtual 
peaker plants.” That is because the main service these 
aggregated solar+storage systems provide is one that 
has traditionally been provided by fossil-fuel peaker plants—
small generators that seldom run but command a pre-
mium price for standing ready in case of a demand  
spike or unexpected drop in generation. 

There are more than 1,000 fossil-fuel peaker plants  
operating in the uS, amounting to about 120 gW capac-
ity in total (see Figure 5). of this total peaking capacity, 
84 percent of the plants run only ten percent of the year 
or less, usually for only a few hours at a time. They burn 
natural gas, fuel oil, or even kerosene, and they are fre-
quently sited in low-income urban environments. Because 
they are relatively small, many under 25 MW in capacity, 
they are frequently not regulated as stringently as larger 
power plants. and although some peakers are slated   
to retire, there are many proposed new peakers in  
interconnection queues across the country.

In short, peakers are inefficient, highly polluting, and  
expensive, earning billions of dollars each year. This 
means that the few peak demand hours each year are 
disproportionately expensive for electric customers. 

Distributed battery storage provides the key to replacing 
dirty, costly peakers with clean, dispatchable generation 
that provides additional benefits, like backup power and 
customer cost savings, that fossil fuel peakers do not 
offer. and the ConnectedSolutions/ByoD models provide 
the key to bringing distributed storage to scale and  
aggregating multiple BTM systems into a dispatchable 
peaking resource.

For more information on peaker plant replacement  
with renewables and energy storage, see Ceg’s  
Phase Out Peakers project at www.cleanegroup.org/ 
ceg-projects/phase-out-peakers and a recent report,  
Dirty Energy, Big Money, produced by the peaK Coalition 
at www.cleanegroup.org/ceg-resources/resource/dirty-
energy-big-money. 

F Igure  5

Peaker Plants in the uS

Source: u.S. energy Information administration Form 923 Schedule 3B (2016)

Peaker Type
n Combustion Turbine
n Internal Combustion

https://www.cleanegroup.org/ceg-projects/phase-out-peakers
https://www.cleanegroup.org/ceg-projects/phase-out-peakers
https://www.cleanegroup.org/ceg-resources/resource/dirty-energy-big-money/
https://www.cleanegroup.org/ceg-resources/resource/dirty-energy-big-money/
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chart comparing the size (in kwh) of two multifamily affordable housing facility batteries, as optimized for dcM (green)  
vs connectedSolutions (blue). 

Source: american Microgrid Solutions, analysis conducted for Ceg report ConnectedSolutions: The New Economics of Solar+Storage for Affordable Housing in Massachusetts. 

This finding resulted from Ceg’s analysis of six multifamily  
affordable housing facilities in Massachusetts, comparing  
optimally sized resilient solar+storage systems under the  
ConnectedSolutions program versus a DCM model. The analy-
sis found that when systems were designed to optimize finan-
cial performance under ConnectedSolutions, the result was 
larger, longer duration batteries as compared with systems  
designed for optimal DCM performance (see Figure 6).32 

The reason for this phenomenon is that DCM savings are 
based on shaving facility peak loads during the highest 15-minute 
demand period each month (because utilities assess commer-
cial customer demand charges based on monthly 15-minute 
demand peaks). Therefore, systems optimized for DCM applica-
tions typically favor less expensive, shorter duration batteries. 
By contrast, participation in the ConnectedSolutions program 
rewards participating customers based on their average battery 
discharge over three hours (to best address longer regional 
peak demand events). In addition, customers who sign up for 
ConnectedSolutions are paid not just for reducing their load, 
but also for exporting excess power to the grid, meaning that 
larger batteries can earn revenues that are not limited to facility 
load reduction. optimizing system design economically to  
participate in ConnectedSolutions therefore tends to result  
in larger, longer-duration batteries that can provide greater 
backup power during a grid outage.

It’s important to note that although the larger batteries favored 
by the ConnectedSolutions model are more costly, they also 
enable the battery owner to capture greater and more reliable 
revenues through the customer’s pay-for-performance contract 
with their utility, improving paybacks and internal rates of return 
(Irr), in addition to providing greater resilience benefits.

adopting an incentive program like ConnectedSolutions that 
supports larger battery systems also creates an opportunity for 
state policymakers to improve the energy resilience of critical 
facilities.33 Ceg has long advocated that states should offer an 
adder or rebate to support deployment of resilient solar+storage 
at these facilities. With the adoption of ConnectedSolutions, 
states gain a pay-for-performance program that—with the  
addition of an adder or carve-out for resilient battery projects 
serving critical community needs—could help direct efficiency 
program funds to strengthen community resilience. 

democratizing storage 

The short history of BTM energy storage has so far followed 
the pattern set by other emerging clean energy technologies, 
such as solar pV; that is, wealthy early adopters and corpora-
tions purchase batteries for their own benefit, while low- and 
moderate-income customers are left behind. not only is this 
bad public policy, it also relegates energy storage to a niche 
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position. If battery storage is to be effectively scaled up,  
significant democratization must be achieved to bridge this  
equity gap.

The ConnectedSolutions model democratizes distributed  
battery storage in two ways. First, it creates a storage program 
open to all investor-owned utility customers in states that adopt 
it, democratizing and enlarging the potential customer base  
for battery ownership. and second, it spreads the resulting  
cost savings to all ratepayers, democratizing the benefits  
of distributed energy storage. 

Both of these democratization effects are important policy  
benefits, because state policymakers will want to be able to 
show that public money invested in distributed storage incen-
tives is equitably available to a wide and diverse customer 
base, and that benefits accrue to the ratepaying public at  
large. We address these effects below.

democratizing the customer base
unlike demand charge management, which is a viable option 
only for a subset of commercial customers, or demand response 
programs, which are only available to customers of the utility 
offering the program, ConnectedSolutions is implemented 
through a state’s energy efficiency program, meaning it is avail-
able to all customers of any regulated utility operating in the 
state. This greatly expands the number and type of customers 
that can economically install battery storage, and it creates 
opportunities for the development of high-volume project pipe-
lines. This, in turn, makes it possible for developers to realize 
economies of scale and offer favorable financing (and in addi-
tion, battery customers can access low- or no-interest state 
loan programs in some states, such as the HeaT loan program 
in Massachusetts). With simple equity provisions, such as  
an equity rate adder and a rebate for low-income customers, 
ConnectedSolutions can be made more accessible to under-
served communities,34 supporting the adoption of solar gen-
eration and the deployment of resilient power systems in  
communities where these benefits are needed the most.35 

democratizing the benefits
one of the drawbacks of traditional BTM storage funding  
models, such as grants or rebates, is that in the absence of 
operational requirements, they do not guarantee widespread 
ratepayer benefits. This can make it difficult for policymakers  
to justify providing public funds for them. Similar arguments 
can be made for other clean energy and efficiency measures, 
but the problem is exacerbated for battery storage, because 
batteries do not generate clean energy, nor do they reduce  
net consumption of energy. If battery customers operate their 
systems in ways that benefit only themselves—for example,  
to reduce their electricity demand during periods that are non-
coincident with systemwide peaks, or for resilience benefits at 
non-critical or non-public facilities—it may appear that battery 
incentives benefit only the recipients and not the public at large. 

ConnectedSolutions solves this problem by aligning the  
operation of customer batteries with regional grid needs, so 
that by participating in the program, private battery owners  
generate energy cost savings for all ratepayers in the region. 
once the Connected-Solutions program is adopted, utilities and 
third-party aggregators can build networks of battery customers 
aggregated into Vpps—and because utilities pay only for the 
battery services they receive, there is no question of public 
money funding private benefits.

If battery customers operate their systems 
in ways that benefit only themselves—for 
example, to reduce their electricity demand 
during periods that are non-coincident 
with systemwide peaks, or for resilience 
benefits at non-critical or non-public 
facilities—it may appear that battery 
incentives benefit only the recipients  
and not the public at large. 

Addressing utility ownership issues

related to the issue of storage democratization is the issue  
of utility ownership of energy storage assets. In some states, 
electric utilities are allowed to own storage, while in others, 
they are not (or such ownership is allowed only to meet specific 
needs such as distribution system resilience). In either case,  
a ConnectedSolutions or ByoD program can be beneficial  
in helping to expand distributed storage deployment while  
encouraging a diverse storage marketplace.

n In states where utilities cannot own storage (or where  
utility ownership is restricted), the ConnectedSolutions  
model provides a ready way for utilities to procure storage 
services. The use of efficiency funds to provide customer 
incentives allows for fast scale-up of distributed storage, 
while customer contracts and the pay-for-performance  
incentive structure help to control private battery operations, 
reducing the utility’s perception of risk from storage customers 
who might otherwise discharge BTM batteries in unpredictable 
ways or at times that are counterproductive from the stand-
point of grid needs. 

n In states where utilities can own storage, the Connected- 
Solutions model helps to ensure a diverse and competitive 
storage marketplace where customers, developers and  
aggregators can participate. This helps to counterbalance 
the inherent risk that, where utilities can own storage,  
a utility storage monopoly could develop. 
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The concept of utility monopoly risk may require a bit more  
discussion. Historically, many utilities have viewed customer-
owned storage as a problem rather than a solution. one reason 
for this is that utilities normally cannot control when a custom-
er-owned battery charges and discharges. While solar+storage 
advocates have long argued that pairing batteries with solar 
makes solar dispatchable and should help to alleviate problems 
caused by the variable nature of the solar resource, utilities 
may worry that customers could operate their batteries in ways 
that are not helpful to the grid (for example, a customer might 
discharge their battery at midday during peak solar production, 
potentially exacerbating rather than alleviating the “duck curve” 
problem).36 

Furthermore, when distributed solar+storage scales up,  
the market for utility electricity sales declines.37 Thus, utilities 
may see customer- and third-party-owned solar+storage as 
competing with their core business. and they may argue that 
distributed energy resources (Ders) shift fixed costs unfairly  
to other ratepayers.38

For these and other reasons, utilities may prefer to own storage 
(in states where they are allowed to do so) rather than having 
to deal with third party- or customer-owned BTM storage systems. 
However, this can create the risk of a utility storage monopoly 
because utilities that can own storage possess inherent com-
petitive advantages over customers and third parties in terms 
of storage investment, siting, and interconnection. 

For example, it can be difficult or expensive for customers  
and third parties to interconnect new storage (and renewable 
generation) projects. When a new Der interconnection request 
threatens to overwhelm distribution grid capacity, utilities often 
require the customer requesting the interconnection to pay  
for line upgrades. These line upgrades can be prohibitively  
expensive. Some customers in Massachusetts have been 
asked to pay $1 million or more for distribution line upgrades 
before they can interconnect a new solar+storage project (one 
group of 12 projects totaling 45.8 megawatts was told the cost 
to interconnect would be $75 million for line upgrades, which 
would take five to seven years to complete before interconnec-
tion could take place.)39 In addition to added costs, intercon-
nection requests can be delayed while utility hosting capacity 
studies are conducted, resulting in significant barriers to  
program subscription.40

By contrast, utilities can rate-base capital expenditures for stor-
age assets as well as distribution system upgrades, receiving  
a guaranteed rate of return. They know where non-wires alterna-
tives opportunities exist and can monetize these opportunities, 
while third-party developers have neither the opportunity nor  
a mechanism to monetize it. They can site storage at substa-
tions and other utility property where interconnections are readily 
available and grid services can be conveniently provided.

For all these reasons, where utilities are allowed to own  
storage, they may be able to out-compete third-party storage 
developers.

While there is nothing inherently wrong with utility-owned energy 
storage, it can be argued that ratepayers benefit more from a 
competitive storage market. The ConnectedSolutions model 
can help ensure diverse and competitive storage ownership, 
while providing utilities some assurance that participating cus-
tomers will discharge their  batteries at appropriate times for 
regional peak load reduction, benefiting utilities and the grid. 
While the program does not penalize customers for failing  
to participate in peak “events” called by the utility, doing so 
reduces customer payments for the season. Thus, customers 
who sign up for ConnectedSolutions tend to discharge their  
batteries during paid, utility-defined events rather than at  
other times.41

Meeting other energy policy goals

In addition to supporting peak demand reductions (the main 
goal of battery storage within a state energy efficiency plan), 
incorporating storage into efficiency programs gives state poli-
cymakers a new and potent tool to help achieve other, related 
state clean energy goals, such as increased renewable gen-
eration, increased resilience for grids and critical infrastruc-
ture, energy cost reductions for low-income communities,  
and reduced need for fossil fuel peaker plants (for example, 
through emerging clean peak programs and the creation of  
distributed solar+storage “virtual peakers”). Such policy objec-
tives can be achieved through the use of adders, carve-outs, 
and other incentives, either within an efficiency program or  
in related programs such as solar and storage rebates and  
utility procurement targets.42

These related policy benefits are sometimes referred to within 
energy efficiency programs as non-energy benefits (neBs) or 
non-energy impacts (neIs). neBs should be included when  
conducting the cost/benefit analyses required to make battery 
storage eligible for state energy efficiency funds, in order to 
provide a more comprehensive accounting of the benefits  
storage provides. However, some cost/benefit analyses omit 
neBs simply because not enough work has been done to  
assign a value to these benefits. 

although valuing neBs can be difficult, it is important that  
such values are established and included in cost/benefit calcu-
lations. otherwise, many important benefits provided by energy 
storage will default to zero in these calculations, with the result 
that energy storage may appear to be less cost-effective than  
it actually is. Ceg has previously published analysis valuing 
seven non-energy benefits of BTM energy storage, such as job 
creation, reduced grid outages, and reduced land use, that  
are frequently left out of cost/benefit analyses.43 This is an 
area where more work should be done.
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batteries for Home Health Care
resilience has long been a prime motivator for both 
residential and commercial customers installing solar+ 
storage systems. now, with extreme weather and wild-
fires on the rise and a global pandemic putting increasing 
pressure on health networks, the importance of resilient 
power systems to support critical home health equip-
ment is coming to the fore.

at least 2.5 million individuals in the u.S. rely on elec-
tricity to power critical in-home medical equipment, such 
as oxygen concentrators, nebulizers, and other powered 
home health devices.44 Millions more depend on powered 
devices and services to aid in tasks of daily living, such 
as climbing stairs, bathing, or making a meal. For these 
households, in the absence of a reliable backup power 
system, even a short-term grid outage can quickly  
become life-threatening.

The importance of backup power for home health care 
has been underlined recently by a series of devastating 
events. Hurricane Maria decimated puerto rico’s energy 
infrastructure in 2017 (health care complications, in- 
cluding outage-related issues like medical device failure, 
accounted for almost one-third of the estimated 4,645 
additional deaths in the three months following the hur-
ricane); seasonal wildfires in California have prompted 
utilities to preemptively and repeatedly cut power to  
millions of people; and the Covid-19 pandemic has  
overwhelmed hospitals, increased social isolation and 
exposed the vulnerabilities of home health patients 
worldwide. 

Solar+storage is the clean, renewable resilient power 
solution. Behind-the-meter solar+storage can support 
critical loads during grid outages and also provide energy 
cost savings and revenues during normal operating con-
ditions. By comparison, diesel and gas generators are 
polluting, rely on fuel deliveries (which may not be reli-
able during a natural disaster), and sit idle 99 percent of 
the time, thus representing a sunk cost that provides no 
benefits except during an outage. a side effect of all this 
idle time is that fossil fuel backup generators tend not 
to be properly maintained, and therefore frequently fail 
when called upon. They also produce carbon monoxide 
when running—an unfortunate side effect of fossil  
fuel combustion that can be deadly in enclosed  
environments.45

until now, the primary barrier to solar+storage deploy-
ment for critical infrastructure and home health resil-
ience has been cost. ConnectedSolutions and similar 
programs represent new and effective ways to manage 
these costs and scale up BTM resilient solar+storage 
deployment, making clean resilient power available   
to many more people with critical home health needs. 

For more information on the nexus between battery  
storage and home health care, see Ceg’s report, Home 
Health Care in the Dark: Why Climate, Wildfires and Other 
Risks Call for New Resilient Energy Storage Solutions to 
Protect Medically Vulnerable Households from Power  
Outages.46
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Key Program Elements and Lessons Learned
k e y  e l e M e N T S  O F  T h e  
c O N N e c T e d S O l u T i O N S  M O d e l

although every state and utility will need to adapt the basic 
ConnectedSolutions model to meet specific needs and accom-
modate local regulations, certain key elements of the program 
outlined below are essential to an effective state level, behind 
the meter (BTM) incentive program. 

Funding through state energy efficiency programs. Incorpor-
ating BTM storage as a peak demand reducing measure in  
utility energy efficiency programs ensures that a significant  
and predictable budget will be available for the program,  
allows policy input and makes utility performance Incentive 
Mechanisms (pIMs) possible.

customer or third-party ownership. It is important that cus-
tomers can own batteries and decide how best to operate them 
for energy cost savings, revenues, resilience, and other appli-
cations. It is also important to allow third-party ownership in 
order to achieve a diversity of business models (owner/opera-
tor, lease, or ppa) and financing available to the customer. The 
best programs will avoid exclusive utility ownership of systems 
so that a diverse, competitive, and inclusive market is created.

Pay-for-performance on a utility signal. This ties BTM battery 
performance to regional grid needs and allows for the creation 
of a fleet of distributed storage resources that can be aggre-
gated and dispatched in a coordinated way. It also allows  
utilities to procure only those services they need.

up-front rebate (recommended). a rebate (not included in the 
program as originally implemented in Massachusetts) would 
reduce the initial cost barrier, while the performance payment 
provides predictable revenues and directs battery services to 
times when they provide the most benefit to ratepayers. rebate 
rates can be increased for lMI customers, to support storage 
deployment in underserved communities.

low- or no-cost financing, on-bill payment, PAce (recom-
mended). These related financing mechanisms can work in  
tandem with a rebate and utility pay-for-performance incentive 
to further lower cost barriers, especially for lMI participants.

Stackable rate adders. These allow the program to target  
battery deployment for specific purposes, for example in  
underserved communities (equity/lMI adders) and for added 
community services (resilient systems adders).

n	 Equity/LMI	rate	adder.	This is important to allow lMI  
communities to participate in the program. Set-asides,  
while helpful, may not be sufficient to overcome the  
added financing and development barriers faced by lMI 
communities.

n resilient systems rate adder. This acknowledges the added 
cost of making BTM storage systems islandable, and the 
added social benefits of resilient systems, especially when 
they support critical facilities such as emergency shelters, 
first responders, water treatment/pumping and multifamily 
housing.

Payment for energy export as well as load reduction on 
peaks. This allows the monetization of battery capacity that 
exceeds load and provides an economics basis for households 
and small commercial customers to participate in the program; 
it also allows the grid to benefit from the full scope of distrib-
uted battery services.

Multi-year customer contracts. Multi-year contracts reduce 
investment risk by making project economics more certain; this 
enables low-cost financing and supports the development of 
project pipelines, including in low-income communities.

inclusion of third-party aggregators. This allows developers 
and aggregators to market the program to their customers,  
provide financing, and bundle products such as solar+storage.

Courtesy of Sunrun
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Stackable incentive programs. allowing customers to stack 
incentives from multiple programs improves project economics 
and maximizes social benefits. programs such as pay-for- 
performance battery incentives, solar net metering, tax incen-
tives, clean peak credits and rebates can be made stackable. 
program guides should clearly define which incentives may  
be stacked and where limitations exist.

Opt-out without penalty. allowing customers to opt-out of dis-
charge calls without penalty recognizes their need to reserve 
battery capacity for resilience or business purposes. guidance 
should be provided regarding recommendations for battery  
reserves. 

l e S S O N S  l e A r N e d

although the ConnectedSolutions program and similar ByoD 
programs are still relatively new, there is some experience from 
early adopter states that should inform state efforts to develop 
new programs. 

Improving	Equity/Low-Income	Participation

The Massachusetts ConnectedSolutions program is ground-
breaking, but there are nevertheless ways in which it could  
be improved. one significant omission is an equity budget  
with adders or incentives for lMI customers. Without these 
features, lMI customers and developers serving underserved 
communities may find it difficult to overcome the additional  
barriers they face to access the program.

To address this, some alternative versions of the model proposed 
in other states incorporate an up-front rebate, with an lMI  
adder, in addition to pay-for-performance incentives and no-  
or low-cost financing. a good example of this is provided by the 
Connecticut green Bank’s proposed program, “Solarize Storage.”47 
This proposal also includes an on-bill financing option.

providing a rebate is particularly important if policymakers wish 
to include underserved communities in a distributed energy 
storage program. a budget set-aside (equity carve-out) alone is 
unlikely to work, because it does not address the higher cost 
and financing barriers in these communities.48

duration of customer contracts

The duration of customer pay-for-performance contracts is  
critically important, as these contracts define how many years 
of revenues the system owner can rely on. Contracts vary in 
duration from program to program. For example, the Massachu-
setts ConnectedSolutions program offers five-year contracts;49 
by contrast, new york demand response contracts are three 
years,50 while the green Mountain power ByoD program  
features ten-year customer contracts.51 

generally, longer contracts are better for both customers and 
lenders, because they provide a longer predictable revenue 
stream and thereby contribute more to reducing investment 
risk. If the utility or regulator does not feel comfortable guaran-
teeing pay-for-performance rates for more than a few years, 
there are other options. For example, the utility could issue 

B
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customers a 10-year contract with an option to revise rates 
after five years. This approach would at least give customers 
some certainty that the utility would not walk away from the 
program after five years.

Ideally, the customer contract and rates will allow the customer 
to realize a payback of the installed cost of the battery within 
the expected lifespan of the equipment. For example, in Mas-
sachusetts, residential customers participating in the Connected-
Solutions program should be able to break even on their bat-
tery investment in year six, on average, assuming their contract 
is renewed at the same rate after it expires in year five, and 
that they participate fully in every dispatch call.52 

exporting Power to the grid

one important feature of ConnectedSolutions model programs 
that sets them apart from typical utility demand response  
programs is that they not only reward customers for reducing 
loads behind the meter, but also for exporting power to the 
grid.53 By contrast, most demand response programs are  
designed for load reduction only, and do not allow the export  
of excess power from a battery.

allowing power export prevents battery contributions and cus-
tomer payments from being limited by the size of the customer’s 
load. This is important for project economics, because other-
wise, residential customers and those with small loads might 
be unable to economically participate in the program (devel-
opers would view these customers as having limited revenue  
potential relative to capital and administrative costs). It can 
also be important to the electric grid, which otherwise cannot 
realize the full benefit of BTM storage resources.54

Metering

The issue of metering may arise in some states due to con-
cerns about solar+storage customers participating in net  
metering programs. Different states have resolved this issue  
in different ways. Simpler solutions requiring fewer meters, 
such as the policy adopted by utility green Mountain power  
in Vermont, are recommended over more complicated and  
costly solutions requiring multiple meters, such as adopted  
by utilities in Massachusetts.55 

requiring customers to install multiple meters generally adds 
cost to solar+storage systems and makes it less likely that 
these systems will pencil out economically. In addition, requir-
ing additional meters can present installation or system design 
challenges in certain situations; therefore, added metering  
requirements should be avoided whenever possible.

interactions Between related incentive Programs

Due to high capital costs and under-developed markets, energy 
storage owners will generally seek to stack multiple program 
benefits wherever possible, in order to make their investment 

pay off. Therefore it is important for state agencies and utility 
program administrators to clearly define how and under what 
circumstances different clean energy program benefits work 
together (or don’t). Failure to do this can increase customer 
and developer uncertainty and deter investment.

The ConnectedSolutions model allows 
customers to monetize the full value of 
their batteries, regardless of their home or 
commercial facility load. By contrast, most 
demand response programs are designed 
for load reduction only, and do not allow 
the export of excess power from a battery.

For example, it was initially unclear in Massachusetts whether 
battery owners participating in ConnectedSolutions could also 
earn Clean peak Standard credits, or whether the clean peak 
credits would be considered an environmental attribute pur-
chased by the utility under the ConnectedSolutions pay-for- 
performance contract. Some national storage developers  
had assumed the two programs were not compatible. even-
tually, the Massachusetts Department of energy resources 
(Doer) issued a statement clarifying that the programs are,  
in fact, stackable.56 Ideally, questions such as these should be 
addressed with stakeholder input when programs are designed, 
and rules about stacking benefits should be included in pro-
gram guidance documents, so that developers and customers 
are not left to draw their own conclusions.

Supporting community and customer resilience

In a recent report, navigant Consulting (now guidehouse)  
found that resilience was the single biggest motivator for  
Massachusetts residential utility customers participating in  
the ConnectedSolutions program through national grid. In that 
study, 65 percent of residential program participants said that 
resilient power was their top reason for purchasing a battery 
(see Figure 7, p.30).57

Though it is common to install BTM batteries for resilient power 
benefits, such batteries do not provide these benefits by de-
fault—the system must be  configured to do so, and this adds 
cost. given the increasing importance of resilient power, both 
to customers and to policymakers and energy regulators, state 
energy storage programs should provide additional funding for 
resilient systems.58

Furthermore, program administrators should take customer 
resilient power concerns into account when designing program 
mechanics and ensure that customers are aware of safeguards 
built into the program. according to the navigant Consulting 
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Motivations for Battery Storage Purchase

n access to battery backup

n Save money on my energy bills

n reduce need for additional power plants

n other

n ability to test new technologies

n Support community’s/state’s  
     energy initiatives

Other highlights

94% never opted  
out of an event

97% would recommend  
the program to other customers

97% are likely or very likely  
to continue with the program

65%17%

7%

5%
3% 3%

F Ig ure  7

resilience is the Number One Motivation for residential Battery Purchase in Massachusetts

Source: navigant Consulting (guidehouse) report and presentation to Massachusetts energy  efficiency advisory Council  
https://ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/January-Demand-Presentation_EEAC_Final_1-16-20.pdf

report cited above, “of those participants who reported their 
primary motivation was access to battery backup or rated the 
importance of access to battery backup highly, 74 percent were 
at least a little concerned that the program might drain their 
battery system when they were counting on it to provide backup 
power…. national grid designed the program so that events  
are not called if a storm is predicted in the near future, but it  
is unclear how aware participants were of this aspect of the 
program design.”59 program administrators should inform cus-
tomers of these safeguards; they should also identify a recom-
mended battery reserve level and publicize this to program  
participants, as recommended in the navigant report.60

 
Anticipating interconnection costs and hosting capacity Needs

numerous BTM storage projects have been delayed or cancelled 
altogether due to unexpected high costs of interconnection when 
line upgrades are required. In most cases, when proposed BTM 
projects threaten to exceed the existing distribution grid hosting 
capacity in the area, the cost of equipment upgrades to remedy 
the problem is the responsibility of the customer proposing to 
add the new BTM resources. These upgrades can cost millions 
of dollars—an insurmountable barrier for the first customer  
in the queue. 

utility hosting capacity studies can also cause delays and  
result in numerous proposed projects being cancelled. In Mas-
sachusetts, some 900 MW of SMarT program capacity was 
delayed for months due to national grid “cluster studies,” 
prompting an investigation of the utility by the state Depart- 
ment of public utilities.61,62 

In general, the adequacy of utility distribution system hosting 
capacity to support BTM energy storage deployment should be 
assessed and made public before or during the development  
of new distributed battery incentive programs. To the extent 
possible, distribution system upgrades necessary for the  
success of such programs should be undertaken in a way that 
spreads costs broadly, so they do not overburden a few cus-
tomers who happen to be first in the queue. and maps show-
ing areas where hosting capacity upgrades are needed should 
be made public, along with anticipated dates of completion, so 
that developers and customers can plan future projects. If dis-
tribution investment deferral is a monetizable benefit for BTM 
energy storage in some areas, this should also be public infor-
mation, and a mechanism to procure and compensate such 
projects should be developed as part of the program.63 Some 
states have already begun to investigate such mechanisms.64

It is also helpful if storage systems below a predetermined size 
threshold, as well as those configured to prohibit energy export 
to the grid, can be exempted from requirements for studies  
and upgrade costs.

The adequacy of utility distribution system 
hosting capacity to support BTM energy 
storage deployment should be assessed  
and made public before or during the 
development of new distributed battery 
incentive programs.

https://ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/January-Demand-Presentation_EEAC_Final_1-16-20.pdf
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Recommendations for State Policymakers
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Traditional efficiency reduces Net consumption,  
but does Not Shift Peaks
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redefining efficiency—Not all load hours should be valued the same!
Source: Clean energy group

States that wish to increase distributed energy storage deploy-
ment should consider using the ConnectedSolutions program 
model. although each state’s program will be slightly different, 
we provide here the basic steps to adopt the program, along 
with sample language from enabling legislation and other  
key documents.

1 .  i N T e g r AT e  P e A k  d e M A N d  
R E D U c T I o n 	 I n T o 	 T h E 	 S TAT E ’ S	  
e N e r g y  e F F i c i e N c y  P l A N

In order to include storage within the energy efficiency plan, 
states typically will first need to define peak demand reduction, 
a major application of battery storage, as a type of efficiency. 
This enables peak demand reducing measures to be incorporated 

into the efficiency program and funded through the program 
budget. 

This can involve a paradigm shift for efficiency program admin-
istrators, advisory council members and other stakeholders. 
Traditionally, electric efficiency has referred to reducing the net 
consumption of electricity. reducing peak demand by shifting  
it to off-peak times does not entail a net reduction in consump-
tion, but instead achieves efficiencies across the grid by flat-
tening load curves, easing grid congestion, reducing the need 
for grid overbuild, and reducing dependence on fast-ramping 
generation resources such as fossil fuel peaker plants (see 
Figures 8a and 8B). although net consumption is not reduced, 
ratepayer costs can be reduced significantly. 

Bigstock/kentoh
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In order to achieve this new type of efficiency, the definition of 
“efficiency” in state statutes and other documents may need  
to be expanded. Terms used to express this concept within an 
efficiency plan may include “demand reduction,” “peak demand 
reduction,” “peak shifting” and “active (or advanced) demand 
response.”

Sample efficiency language from New england states

numerous examples of language exist for states to follow when 
expanding the definition of efficiency to include peak demand 
reduction:

n The 2008 Massachusetts Green Communities Act states 
that the state shall “develop a plan to reduce total energy 
consumption in the commonwealth by at least 10 per cent 
by 2017 through the development and implementation of 
the green communities program, established by section 10 
of chapter 25a of the general laws, that utilizes renewable 
energy, demand reduction, conservation and energy effici-
ency” and requires that efficiency program administrators 
seek “…all available energy efficiency and demand reduc-
tion resources that are cost effective or less expensive  
than supply.”65   

n Connecticut’s 2020 energy efficiency plan includes as a  
priority “Implement effective Demand reduction Strategies” 
and has a section on Active demand reduction66 that 
states, “Battery storage technology is envisioned as an  
optimal strategy, as it would allow customers to provide  
load reduction in several ways, as the technology can  
provide capacity in daily, targeted, and winter periods.”67

n rhode Island’s 2020 energy efficiency plan includes active 
demand response as a key priority: “Innovate to capture 
savings from new technologies and strategies to position 
energy efficiency programs for the future including the inte-
gration of energy efficiency with active demand response, 
electrification of heat and hot water, renewable energy, and 
smart grid technologies.” The plan further defines active 
demand response: “active demand response relies on a 
connected device or customer receiving a signal to change 
how they typically use energy for a defined period of time. 
The most common example is a signal to reduce electric 
energy use during time of high electrical system load.” The 
plan further explains, “Initially, the active demand response 
programs focused on customer-initiated active demand  
response for commercial and industrial customers and  
thermostat-based active demand response for residential 
customers. using this as a base, the Company has ex- 
panded this to include battery storage on the residential 
side and is proposing to further expand the program to 
battery storage on the commercial and industrial side.”68

 In its section devoted to definitions and terms, the rhode 
Island 2020 energy efficiency plan defines active vs passive 
demand response:

 “active Demand response: The reduction or shifting  
of energy use by customers during peak periods, (peak 
event) when the load on the electric grid or gas distribu-
tion system is high. passive Demand response: energy 
efficiency measures that permanently shift or reduce 
electricity use. examples include energy efficient appli-
ances, lighting, advanced cooling and heating systems 
and equipment.”69  

n The new Hampshire 2018-2020 Statewide energy efficiency 
plan states: “In addition to achieving significant reductions 
in demand for electricity (kWh) as part of the eerS goals, 
the energy efficiency programs also result in significant  
reductions in demand, or connected load (kW), during both 
off-peak and on-peak hours. peak demand reductions from 
standard energy efficiency measures are typically referred  
to as “passive” demand reductions, given that they are 
achieved as a result of higher efficiency equipment that is 
primarily intended to reduce demand across many hours, 
including peak periods. “Active” demand reduction mea-
sures, in contrast, reduce demand at specific times when 
called upon. For the 2020 program year, the nHSaves resi-
dential and C&I programs are expected to result in passive 
demand reductions of 15.7 MW during the ISo-ne summer 
on-peak hours and 18.9 MW during the ISo-ne winter on-
peak hours. eversource and unitil electric’s C&I and resi-
dential active Demand reduction Initiatives are projected  
to result in an additional 10.7 MW reduction during the  
ISo-ne summer peak.”70 

2 .  S P e c i F y  T h AT  B e h i N d - T h e - M e T e r 
B AT T e r i e S  A r e  e l i g i B l e  i N  T h e 
P l A N  A S  P e A k - r e d u c i N g  O r  A c T i v e 
d e M A N d  r e d u c T i O N  M e A S u r e S

once peak demand reduction is incorporated into the state’s 
energy efficiency plan as a goal, it is helpful to add language 
that specifically names energy storage as an eligible demand-
reducing measure. 

For example, the 2016 Massachusetts State of Charge report 
notes that “Storage and other measures that shift load are 
firmly covered by the intent of the [green Communities] act” 
and adds, “The 2016–2018 Statewide energy efficiency Invest-
ment plan (“Three year plan”) identifies peak demand reduction 
as an area of particular interest…. energy storage, used to 
shift and manage load as part of peak demand reduction pro-
grams, can be deployed through this existing process.” and the 
2018 Massachusetts Act to Advance Clean Energy specifically 
allows the use of energy efficiency funds to support the deploy-
ment of cost-effective energy storage “if the department deter-
mines that the energy storage system installed at a customer’s 
premises provides sustainable peak load reductions.”
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3 .  S h O w  T h AT  B AT T e r i e S  PA S S  T h e 
S TAT E ’ S 	 c o S T / B E n E f I T 	 T E S T

generally, new technologies or measures proposed for a state 
energy efficiency program will be required to pass a cost/ben-
efit test. This is necessary to demonstrate that public money 
allocated to support the program is well-spent, and that rate-
payers will receive positive value for their investment. 

In Massachusetts, Clean energy group contracted with the  
applied economics Clinic (aeC) to conduct an independent 
cost/benefit analysis for BTM battery storage, which was useful 
because it showed that a positive result could be obtained71 
(the utilities subsequently performed their own cost/benefit 
analysis—see Table 2, p.34). This was key to getting BTM  
storage included in the energy efficiency program. 

F Ig ure  9

Multiple	cost/Benefit	Tests	of	BTM	Battery	Storage

PAcT                        PcT                          ScT                         Trc                        riM

Source: pura-Docket-no.-17-12-03re03-–-Solarize-Storage-proposal-from-the-green-Bank.pdf (ctgreenbank.com)
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cost/benefit	test	results	from	connecticut	Green	Bank	Solarize	Storage	proposal,	showing	the	program’s	cost	effectiveness	under	various	
tests including the Program Administrator cost Test (PAcT), the Participant cost Test (PcT), the Societal cost Test (ScT), the Total resource 
cost Test (Trc) and the ratepayer impact Measure (riM). Scores above 1 indicate that returns exceed investments. Note that a score >1 on 
the riM test, sometimes called the “no losers test,” indicates that implementation of this measure will not raise costs for non-participants. 
Battery storage scores well above 1 here, a rare result for an energy efficiency measure. 

although the requirement for a cost/benefit test is common, 
different states use different tests. Some of the most com-
monly used are the Total resource Cost Test, the Societal Cost 
Test, the utility Cost Test, the participant Cost Test, and the 
rate Impact Measure (see Figure 9). The tests vary in their 
methodology and will also typically include different benefits in 
the cost/benefit equation. For example, the Societal Cost Test 
tends to include more non-energy benefits, such as environ-
mental and health benefits, while others, like the utility Cost 
Test, may not take these societal benefits into account. Beyond 
these basic differences in approach, different states will modify 
and apply these tests in different ways. also, some states  
will test individual efficiency measures, while others will test 
programs that could include numerous measures.

https://ctgreenbank.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/PURA-Docket-No.-17-12-03RE03-%E2%80%93-Solarize-Storage-Proposal-from-the-Green-Bank.pdf
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In order to show that battery storage passes the state’s cost/
benefit test, it is helpful to be able to count as many benefits 
as possible. Typically, energy benefits are included, but other 
benefits, sometimes known as “non-energy benefits” (neBs)  
or “non-energy impacts” (neIs), may not be. These non-energy 
benefits can include things like job creation, reduced land use, 
and increased grid resiliency. There are precedents for counting 
non-energy benefits in efficiency program cost/benefit analyses,72 
although which ones are included varies from state to state; it 
is worthwhile, when considering a new technology like energy 
storage, to discuss including new neBs, because storage may 
produce different neBs than traditional, passive efficiency  
measures.

unfortunately, many neBs offered by BTM battery storage, such 
as resilience, do not have an established value or formula for 
establishing their value. In these cases, their value will default 
to zero in cost/benefit analyses, meaning they will not be con-
sidered on the value side of the equation. For other neBs, such 
as health-related savings, jobs creation and reduced land use, 
states may have established values, but may not include them 
in battery cost/benefit tests despite the fact that batteries  
can provide these benefits.  

In Massachusetts, Ceg contracted with aeC to calculate the 
value of seven neBs that were not included in the Massachu-
setts energy storage cost/benefit test but should have been.73 
This analysis showed that storage is capable of providing  
many important and valuable benefits beyond those considered 
by the state in its cost/benefit analysis, and points to areas 
where the state’s test may be expanded to create a more  
fair and thorough cost/benefit picture for energy storage.

TaBle  2

Summary of daily dispatch incentive costs, demand reductions, and Benefit Projections  
from Planned Benefit-cost Model

2020 2021

incentive costs
Planned kw 
reductions

Planned  
Benefits

incentive  
costs

Planned kw 
reductions

Planned  
Benefits

residential daily dispatch Offer incentive costs, demand reduction, and Benefits Projections from Planned Benefit-cost Models

eversource $41,250 150 $178,241 $68,750 250 $297,351

National grid $396,880 1,763 $1,923,750 $606,936 2,696 $2,944,976

unitil $1,125 5 $6,066 $1,125 5 $6,072

cape light compact $35,475 120 $142,593 $59.125 200 $237,881

c & i dispatch Offer incentive costs, demand reducation, and Benefits Projections from Planned Benefit-cost Models

eversource $1,250,000 5,000 $5,941,363 $2,500,000 10,000 $11,894,038

National grid $1,125,000 5,000 $5,455,988 $1,575,000 7,000 $7,646,301

unitil $20,000 100 $121,323 $20,000 100 $121,437

cape light compact $350,000 1,400 $1,663,582 $350,000 1,400 $1,665,165

Tables from the Massachusetts connectedSolutions program, showing anticipated incentive costs and benefits from the first two years  
of the program.

Source: Massachusetts eeaC

4 .  r e q u i r e  P l A N  A d M i N i S T r AT O r S  O r 
u T i l i T i e S  T O  i N T r O d u c e  A  B AT T e r y 
P r O g r A M  i N T O  T h e  P r O P O S e d  
e N e r g y  e F F i c i e N c y  P l A N

once peak demand reduction is a goal of the efficiency plan 
and batteries are shown to pass the cost/benefit test, the  
plan administrators should develop a battery program within 
their efficiency offerings. Stakeholders, regulators and energy 
efficiency advisory bodies should work with utilities on devel-
oping and marketing customer battery offerings. 

It is helpful if state statutes require the inclusion of all cost-
effective measures. For example, Massachusetts Green Com-
munities Act states that efficiency program administrators shall 
seek “…all available energy efficiency and demand reduction 
resources that are cost effective or less expensive than sup-
ply.”74 Such language requires the program administrators to 
include battery storage once a positive cost/benefit test has 
been obtained. However, not all states have such a require-
ment in law. In these cases advocacy for development of  
a battery program may be needed.

often, distributed storage offerings are initially established as 
small-scale pilots and later expanded. This can be useful, as a 
pilot program can allow the utilities an opportunity to work out 
any problems and gather information helpful in expanding the 
program. However, pilots by design are limited to a small sub-
set of ratepayers and are often less cost-effective than full-
scale programs due to their small size. utilities should be  
required to move successful pilot programs into full program 
status in a timely manner. 
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5 . 	 E n S U R E 	 T h AT 	 T h E 	 S TAT E ’ S 	 R E L AT E D	
P O l i c y  g O A l S  A r e  S u P P O r T e d ;  
r e v i e w  e x i S T i N g  r e g u l AT i O N S  
A N d  r u l e S  F O r  N e e d e d  u P d AT e S 
T O  A c c O M M O d AT e  B T M  B AT T e r i e S

one of the advantages of funding distributed storage through a 
state energy efficiency plan is that other state policy goals can 
be supported. For example, the state may want to use energy 
storage to help ensure low-income communities have access to 
clean energy, increase deployment and integration of renewable 
generation, direct clean energy toward peak demand hours,  
or improve electric system resilience. 
 
In order to support these policy goals, incentives and carve-
outs can be built into the state’s energy storage incentive 
structure, either within the ConnectedSolutions/ByoD program, 
or outside of it in a related program. For example, a proposed 
program based on the ConnectedSolutions model from the 
Connecticut green Bank, called “Solarize Storage,” incorpo-
rates an up-front rebate in combination with pay-for-perfor-
mance, and it offers higher rebate rates for lMI participants.75 
The Massachusetts SMarT solar program, which has a battery 
adder that can be stacked with the state’s ConnectedSolutions 
program incentives, offers adders for solar systems that sup-
port various state policy goals, such as projects that redevelop 
brownfields, or are located in low income eligible areas.76

In addition to incentivizing battery deployment that supports 
state policy goals, it is important to remove regulatory or ad-
ministrative barriers that may hinder battery developers from 
supporting these goals. Toward this end, policy makers should 
review the state’s suite of renewable and energy storage policies, 
programs and regulation to ensure that all the parts work  
together toward the desired goals. This may sometimes  
require regulatory adjustments. 

For example, in Massachusetts, the addition of BTM batteries 
to customer solar pV required changes to the state’s net meter-
ing regulations in order to allow net metering customers to  
install batteries, and to ensure customers were not charging 
batteries from the grid and then discharging them to the grid 
for net metering credit. utilities in Massachusetts worked with 
the state regulator to update net metering rules, requiring  
customers to configure solar+storage systems such that bat-
teries cannot discharge to the grid, or to install multiple meters 
to monitor the flow of power.77 another regulatory change in 
Massachusetts addressed the question of whether utilities  
or customers own the capacity rights to BTM batteries, and 
established a mechanism through which customers can retain 
those rights, thus safeguarding an important asset that can  
be monetized by battery owners.

In rhode Island, the program administrators reported that  
commercial customer participation was limited due to state 
program rules that restricted the size of solar+storage systems. 
according to the rhode Island 2020 energy efficiency plan, 
“adoption of the C&I storage incentive initiative was limited in 
2019 due to cost barriers.  energy storage systems are only 
cost‐effective at the current incentive rates when coupled with 
solar, as this allows the asset owner to earn the Federal Invest-
ment Tax Credit for the energy storage system, however the rI 
net Metering and renewable energy (re) growth programs do 
not currently allow for paired solar + storage facilities greater 
than 25 kW. The Company is . . . evaluating if and how the net 
Metering and re growth programs could be adapted to allow 
paired solar + storage facilities greater than 25 kW.”

It may be inevitable that such adjustments will need to be 
made, but many problems can be avoided if the state reviews 
its suite of clean energy policies, programs and regulations 
ahead of time and approaches needed changes in a coor- 
dinated way.

B
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Storage is a ubiquitous feature of our modern world. We store 
everything that is important to life: food, in granaries and ware-
houses; water, in reservoirs and tanks; oil—4.1 billion barrels 
of it—in the national strategic reserve. The Strategic national 
Stockpile, a national repository of antibiotics, vaccines, anti-
dotes and other critical medical supplies, is kept in 12 secret 
warehouses in undisclosed locations across the uS. In our 
homes, we have smaller storage facilities for fuels, hot water, 
and food. our businesses stockpile all sorts of supplies on 
site—paper, pens, printer ink, cleaning supplies. We even keep 
stores of many things we could easily live without: chocolate, 
road salt, sticky notes, liquor, and cosmetics. 

It is ironic, then, that the one thing we store very little of is  
one of the most important commodities we produce: electricity.
Currently, the total electric storage capacity of the united States 
is just a little over two percent of its generating capacity, and 
the vast majority of that is provided by pumped hydroelectric 
storage facilities built in the 1970s. Stationary battery storage, 
although it has become a popular topic in the press, repre-
sents only 0.03 percent of our national generating capacity.  
In other words, from the perspective of the electric grid,  
it hardly exists.

This means that the uS electric grid, something we rely on  
every moment of every day, is the world’s largest just-in-time 
delivery system, in which power is generated at the very  
moment and in the exact amount demanded by consumers.  
as demand fluctuates, generation must likewise rise and fall.  
If generation gets out of step with demand, blackouts ensue.

This system, delicate as it sounds, has worked tolerably well 
for more than a century. However, the world is changing. The 
rise of renewables has added variability to the generation side 
of the grid equation, where previously only the demand side 
was expected to be variable. The spread of distributed gen-
eration means that two-way flows of power are now not only 
possible, but necessary. and the increase in frequency and  
severity of natural disasters, with their accompanying grid  
failures, means customer-owned resilient power is no longer 
just a nice idea—it is critical.

For these reasons and many others, battery storage has been 
called the “holy grail” for renewable energy and a modern grid.
It is surprising, then, that so little has been done at the federal 
level to encourage and support the scale-up of battery storage. 
outside of a few FerC orders, important for opening wholesale 
markets to this new technology, there is almost no federal  
policy on storage. even at the state level, where so much has 
been done to spur the adoption of renewable generation, only  
a handful of states have set an energy storage procurement 
target; even fewer have storage incentives in place. after all, 
it’s easy to say storage is important, but much harder to actu-
ally find the resources to support it while markets develop. 

ConnectedSolutions gives states a new tool. It allows them to 
use existing energy efficiency budgets to support the scale-up 
of distributed energy storage. This one simple step—including 
distributed battery storage as an efficiency measure—answers 
the question of how states can find the resources to support 
the needed widespread deployment of energy storage to  
meet the needs of the electric grid.

In this report, we have shown how ConnectedSolutions has 
been implemented in new england, and how it could be repli-
cated in other regions. We have explained how the Connected- 
Solutions model benefits all ratepayers, democratizing the  
energy storage landscape and creating virtual power plants  
to meet real grid needs. We have explored the economic  
and policy benefits of this new model funding program. In an 
accompanying report, ConnectedSolutions: The New Economics 
of Solar+Storage for Affordable Housing in Massachusetts,  
we show how the model improves solar+storage project  
economics and makes projects more financeable. (The report 
can be found at www.cleanegroup.org/ceg-resources/resource/
connected-solutions-affordable-housing.) 

The ConnectedSolutions model has been shown to work in  
new england. What remains is for the energy agencies, regula-
tors and efficiency program administrators of other states to 
adopt it, improve it, and put it into action.  

Conclusion
iStockphoto/Denis Tangney Jr.

www.cleanegroup.org/ceg-resources/resource/connected-solutions-affordable-housing
www.cleanegroup.org/ceg-resources/resource/connected-solutions-affordable-housing
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Appendix A: Recommendations  
for Federal Policymakers
at this writing, there is little federal support for states working 
to advance energy storage policy and programs. This is a sig-
nificant policy gap that should be addressed by the new federal 
administration.78 

Currently, the distributed battery storage market in the uS is 
about where the distributed solar market was before states 
implemented net metering to allow export of BTM solar gen-
eration to the grid. With ConnectedSolutions, states now have 
a tool to allow export of BTM battery storage capacity to the  
grid. If widely adopted, the ConnectedSolutions model could  
do for the uS distributed battery market what net metering  
has done for distributed solar.

although the ConnectedSolutions program model is adminis-
tered at the state and utility levels, federal support could 
speed its adoption across the nation. recent FerC orders,  
notably FerC orders 841 and 2222, have paved the way for 
distributed energy storage to participate in wholesale energy 
markets—but the FerC orders do not create the necessary 
mechanisms to fund and finance distributed systems, connect 
them to wholesale markets, and allow monetization by system 
owners. grid operators under FerC jurisdiction (ISos and rTos) 
will lower barriers to allow distributed storage to participate in 
energy markets, but states and utilities must ultimately adopt 
policies and programs that will bring distributed storage to 
scale and organize it into an effective tool to provide market 
services where and when they are needed. ConnectedSolutions 
and ByoD programs are ideal for this purpose.

What is needed now is a suite of federal programs to support 
widespread adoption of the ConnectedSolutions model at the 
state level. Federal support for state policy and program devel-
opment will be key to bringing energy storage to scale, as it 
has been for solar pV. 

Here are some federal roles and initiatives that would support 
the expansion, adaptation, and development of Connected- 
Solutions programs: 

Federal energy storage tax credit: a standalone federal  
storage tax credit is important to support storage deployment 
while the industry is in its early growth phase. Such a tax credit 
would work in tandem with the ConnectedSolutions pay-for- 
performance model to support BTM storage economics; this  
in turn would help distributed battery storage scale up faster, 
access new markets, and gain economies of scale. Currently, 
energy storage paired with solar can share the federal Invest-
ment Tax Credit (ITC), but only if the storage is charged from 
solar at least 75% of the time; and the ITC is sunsetting over 
the coming few years. 

National storage capacity targets: The federal government 
should set a national energy storage capacity goal, or a series 
of targets, and support these targets with incentives and tech-
nical and policy support resources. Ideally this national goal 
would not be monolithic but would separately address distrib-
uted (BTM) storage as distinct from utility- or merchant-owned 
bulk storage.

What is needed now is a suite of federal 
programs to support widespread adoption 
of the ConnectedSolutions model at the 
state level. Federal support for state policy 
and program development will be key to 
bringing energy storage to scale, as it  
has been for solar PV. 

Bigstock/holbox
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National storage pricing and technology improvement goals: 
To improve battery storage technology while driving prices down, 
national storage pricing targets should be established, and 
technical goals, such as increased energy density and round-
trip efficiency, should be set. This will expand the number of 
applications for which storage can provide cost-effective services 
and thereby grow markets for programs such as Connected-
Solutions. It would also help battery storage meet state pro-
gram requirements for cost-effectiveness and energy efficiency.

Storage applications, valuation and markets, and industry 
benchmarking and tracking: a federal effort, led by national 
energy laboratories, could help to advance understanding of 
battery storage economics, particularly in the areas of quantita-
tive valuation of storage applications, stacking of applications, 
and needed market reforms to enable monetization of these 
applications. This would then inform recommendations on mar-
ket rules, regulation, and policy. This information would provide 
a needed underpinning for the development of state programs 
such as ConnectedSolutions, which depends, for example, on 
understanding the regional cost of peak demand and the cost/
benefit value of storage as a peak demand reducing measure.

Storage	codes	and	standards/best	practices:	The national 
energy labs should continue and expand their present efforts 
to help develop codes and standards for battery storage.  
Currently, BTM storage programs are hampered by permitting 
and siting barriers (for example, it is still very difficult to install 

batteries inside buildings in new york City) and the battery  
storage industry is hampered by a lack of coherent and con-
sistent performance and safety standards. Without federal 
guidance and the promulgation of best practices, local ordi-
nances are likely to default to the most conservative siting 
standards, while state and utility programs will continue  
to have to develop their own performance standards for  
program eligibility. This could slow storage adoption and  
prevent BTM storage from coming to scale.

lMi engagement. States have demonstrated a concern that 
underserved communities not be left behind in clean energy 
transitions, but methods to address barriers to lMI participa-
tion are still being developed. Federal support is particularly 
needed to help states target new, emerging and challenging 
lMI energy storage markets. These markets can be supported 
by helping states to value and incentivize battery storage in 
settings such as affordable housing, critical community facili-
ties, peaker plant replacement, and home health care. Targeted 
federal support for lMI engagement could include tax incen-
tives targeted to low-income communities, goal-setting,  
knowledge sharing and policy support to states.

Battery storage for resilient power: a national program focused 
on the role and value of battery storage for resilient power  
applications should be launched within the national labs. as 
part of this effort, the role of aggregated, distributed storage 
should be explored, along with methods for storage owners  

The clean energy States Alliance hosted a full-day workshop in Atlanta 
in January 2019 with 14 representatives of frontline community-based 
organizations	to	learn	of	their	perspectives	on	clean	energy	equity.

C
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and aggregators to monetize resiliency services. This effort 
could include formation of a new federal “resilient power Initia-
tive” that would provide federal grants, technical assistance 
support, and other measures to advance resilient energy  
storage markets across the country.  

More targeted assistance could also be provided for resilience 
in specific sectors: for example, uS Doe could work with HuD 
to create an “office of Housing resiliency” to provide grants  
to housing developers and owners, as well as information and 
analytical support, to encourage the installation of solar and 
battery storage in affordable housing units across the country, 
to allow residents to shelter in place during natural disasters 
and the associated grid power outages. Similarly, uS Doe should 
work with Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 
and other relevant federal agencies to institute a new program 
to ensure its thousands of federally qualified community health 
centers have 24/7 reliable electricity with solar and battery 
storage technologies. national energy labs could also play a 
foundational role in helping to determine metrics and tools  
to calculate the value of resilience services.

federal/state	partnerships	and	support:	an existing federal-
state partnership program run out of the Doe office of electric-
ity has allowed Sandia national laboratories and pacific north-
west national laboratories to support state needs in the area 
of energy storage, but this current program tends to focus 
largely on utility- or large commercial-scale storage. neverthe-
less, it provides a model that could be expanded (with increased 
funding) to support states and municipalities developing policy 
and regulation addressing behind-the-meter storage, and to 
assist them in developing demonstrations and pilot projects.79 
To support the inclusion of BTM storage in state energy effi-
ciency programs, Doe and the national labs should create a 
national clearinghouse of model legislation, regulation and poli-
cy best practices; provide policy best practices reports, training 
for state policymakers and regulators, and technical support 
 for state energy storage program development; and offer  
other assistance to local, state, and regional entities.

Federal support for state storage analysts: Many states  
do not have in-house expertise on energy storage technology, 
policy and program development. The u.S. Department of  
Energy’s State Energy Program (Sep) should provide funding  
and technical assistance to states for the purpose of hiring 
energy storage analysts within state energy agencies.

Municipal utility and rural electric cooperative storage  
adoption: a federal effort to support energy storage deployment 

should include technical assistance and knowledge resources 
for municipal utilities and rural electric co-ops. although they 
are not typically engaged in administering state energy effici-
ency programs, municipal utilities and co-ops can develop their 
own ByoD programs. The national labs should build on their 
existing relationships with the national rural electric Coopera-
tive association (nreCa) and regional municipal utility organi-
zations to provide technical support for the development of 
such programs. 

Battery storage for home health: uS Doe should work with  
the HHS to consider how to provide coverage through Medicare 
or Medicaid for battery storage as an eligible technology to  
protect vulnerable populations dependent on powered home 
health care equipment. HHS should create a new “office of 
resilient Home Health Care” that could administer such a  
program and offer incentives to companies to offer new tech-
nology innovations in this market. Such a program could work 
in tandem with state and utility ConnectedSolutions/ByoD  
programs, with the result that millions of people could gain  
access to life saving, clean energy technology.80 

Batteries for peaker plant replacement. By aggregating BTM 
batteries to provide peak demand reduction, the Connected-
Solutions program model allows distributed battery storage to 
compete with fossil fueled peaker plants. To support the expan-
sion of this emerging alternative, uS Doe, in partnership with 
other agencies such as the environmental protection agency 
(epa), should create a “peaker replacement program” that 
would offer an array of federal support to phase out the more 
than 1,000 fossil-fuel peaker plants currently in operation,  
and replace them with renewable energy and battery storage 
alternatives. Such an effort would support distributed, aggre-
gated energy storage programs such as ConnectedSolutions  
by offering targeted incentives for phased peaker replacement 
and retirement.

lowering financial risk. The ConnectedSolutions program  
model goes a long way toward lowering investment risks for 
BTM storage, but its impact could be enhanced with federal 
support. This could include establishment of a dedicated fed-
eral “energy Storage Financing” program that would support 
the development of new initiatives to overcome financial risk, 
especially in lMI clean energy markets. The program could  
offer federal credit enhancement and loan guarantee funds, 
work with green banks and other financial entities to develop 
storage financing mechanisms and extend favorable loans to 
housing developers and others working to bring the benefits  
of energy storage to the lMI space.
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Appendix B: Where ConnectedSolutions  
Is Being Adopted

appenD I x  TaBle  1

Summary Table for connectedSolutions Program rates

State Massachusetts Mssachusetts rhode island connecticut

utility National grid eversource National grid eversource

Summer rebate $225 $225 $400 $225

winter rebate $50 $50 $0 $50

Max # of events per Summer 60 60 60 60

Max # of events per winter 5 5 0 5

Max duration of events 3 hours 3 hours 3 hours 3 hours

estimated 5-year incentive for major solar batteries

lg chem reSu 10h $4,300 $4,300 $6,200 $4,300

Telsa Powerwall 2 $6,200 $6,200 $9,000 $6,200

generac Pwrcell 17 $7,800 $7,800 $11,400 $7,800

Sonnen ecol.inx 20 $9,200 $9,200 $13,300 $9,200

Panasonic evdc Plus $7,800 $7,800 $11,400 $7,800

electriq PowerPod 20.2 $7,600 $7,600 $11,000 $7,600

This table shows estimated five-year economics of connectedSolutions for residential customers in three states.

Source: energySage. This table shows estimated five-year economics of ConnectedSolutions for residential customers in three states. See https://news.energysage.com/
the-connectedsolutions-program-what-you-need-to-know. 

The ConnectedSolutions program began in Massachusetts and 
has already been expanded there. Similar programs have been 
implemented in rhode Island and Connecticut (see appendix 
Table 1), and a program is proposed in new Hampshire follow-
ing a pilot. Several utilities have also launched “Bring your own 
Device” (ByoD) customer battery initiatives that operate out-
side of state energy efficiency programs. Below are summaries 
of some of these programs. links to program documents may 
be found in appendix D.

c O N N e c T e d S O l u T i O N S  M O d e l  
P r O g r A M S  ( A l P h A B e T i c A l  B y  S TAT e )

connecticut: The state energy efficiency Board approved  
ConnectedSolutions as a mid-course program update, and it is 
currently being rolled out by eversource and united Illuminating 

Company, the state’s two big utilities. There’s a brief descrip-
tion of this program in the 2020 update eversource filed in 
their Conservation and load Management plan, which states: 
“In 2018 and 2019, eversource began deploying residential 
battery storage projects in Massachusetts and is actively  
pursuing cost-effective ways to integrate residential battery 
storage into an aDr [active Demand response] program in 
2020. eversource has issued a three-state request for pro-
posal (“rFp”) for demand reduction vendors for targeted tech-
nologies, including battery storage. Battery storage technology 
is envisioned as an optimal strategy, as it would allow customers 
to provide load reduction in several ways, as the technology 
can provide capacity in daily, targeted, and winter periods. The 
key findings from Massachusetts deployments will be used to 
inform the Connecticut program as it is rolled out in 2020.” 

Bigstock/scaliger

https://news.energysage.com/the-connectedsolutions-program-what-you-need-to-know/
https://news.energysage.com/the-connectedsolutions-program-what-you-need-to-know/
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although details have not been supplied to date, the program 
appears very similar to the one developed in Massachusetts, 
including a pay-for-performance revenue model with customer 
ownership of BTM batteries.

In addition, pura, the CT state energy regulator, has issued  
a straw proposal for distributed battery program designs. The 
proposal includes a pay-for-performance feature combined  
with a customer rebate, on-bill and low-cost financing, and  
lMI adders.81 

Massachusetts: Starting with the 2019-2021 three-year energy 
efficiency plan, Massachusetts offered two different program 
plans to customers: a summer targeted dispatch program, and 
a winter program. a third program, summer daily dispatch, was 
delayed by the state utility regulator, but is now being added  
to the program offerings.

rates vary depending on the season and type of participation, 
and rates are different for commercial and residential partici-
pants. payments are based on the average load reduction per 
hour over a three-hour dispatch event and are paid seasonally. 
participating customers get a day-ahead notice of dispatch and 
can opt out if they wish. There is no penalty for opting out but 
doing so does reduce the customer’s average load reduction 
for the season, on which payments are based.

The program in Massachusetts is being administered by  
national grid, eversource, until, and Cape light Compact (ClC). 
In addition, ClC is also offering a separate battery program  
for its customers, that is quite different from the other utilities’ 
programs and is the only one in the state that includes specific 

MASSAchuSeTTS

•	20–30 events per summer

•	2–3 hours per event

•	Technology/Vendor agnostic

•	$200/kW-performed-summer

•	$25/kW-performed-winter

•	Plus	SMART	Battery	Adder

•	30–60 events per summer

•	2–3 hours per event

•	4 approved Battery Vendors

•	$225/kW-performed-summer

•	$50/kW-performed-winter

•	Plus	SMART	Battery	Adder

rhOde iSlANd

•	30–60 events per summer

•	2–3 hours per event

•	Technology/Vendor agnostic

•	$300/kW-summer

•	3–60 events per summer

•	2–3 hours per event

•	4 approved Battery Vendors

•	4400/kW-summer

daily 
dispatch

residential 
Batteries
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appenD I x  TaBle  2

Performance	Payment	Rate	Details	for	national	Grid’s	connectedSolution	Battery	
Program in Massachusetts and rhode island

lMI incentives (Ceg pointed to this as a major shortfall in the 
statewide programs approved for the 2019–2021 efficiency plan). 

The basic outline of the Cape light program is this: ClC  
will offer targeted and (pending Dpu approval) daily dispatch 
options to their ByoD customers, similar to the statewide  
program offered by other utilities; but, in addition, they will  
also offer solar+battery+heat pump systems to 250 low- and 
moderate-income residential customers. These 250 lMI  
customers are broken down into two categories:

n 150 low-income customers receive all three technologies  
at no cost 

n 100 moderate income customers pay 25 percent of cost  
up to a cap of $5,000 (for pV and battery system)

This lMI program will use a third-party ownership structure for 
the solar+storage to take advantage of the federal investment 
tax credit. It will also monetize the SMarT solar incentive,  
ConnectedSolutions payments and Clean peak Standard credits 
for the solar+storage, and alternate energy portfolio Standard 
credits for the heat pumps. a third party will install the systems 
and provide financing. 

New hampshire: The state’s major utilities, eversource and 
unitil, have filed a proposal to expand their active customer 
demand response pilot into a regular program offering for the 
2021-2023 energy efficiency plan. The program would be simi-
lar to the ones being run in Massachusetts and rhode Island.82 
The utilities have stated that customer demand is strong and 
have proposed a higher incentive for batteries than for other 
direct load control technologies such as wi-fi thermostats. 

Source: national grid
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rhode island: In 2019, rhode Island utility national grid  
implemented ConnectedSolutions along the same lines as its 
Massachusetts program, including residential and commercial 
battery offerings as part of its active demand reduction pro-
gram within the state’s energy efficiency plan. The rI program 
is structured similarly to the Massachusetts program, although 
performance compensation rates are higher in rhode Island. 
participation in the commercial program was hindered by state 
net Metering and renewable energy growth programs that  
do not allow paired solar+storage facilities greater than 25 
kW. national grid is seeking to amend these programs.83  
Despite this setback, the rhode Island ConnectedSolutions 
program has been successful overall, and national grid has 
already expanded it for subsequent plan years.

u T i l i T y  B yO d  P r O g r A M S  
( A l P h A B e T i c A l  B y  S TAT e )

california: Sacramento Municipal utility district (SMud), 
Southern california edison (Sce) and Pacific gas and electric 
company (Pg&e)  
California customers have experienced numerous power outages 
related to wildfires, and the state, along with its electric utilities, 
is encouraging the deployment of resilient power systems 
through several pilots and proposed new regulations. Two  
California utilities already offer customer battery storage pro-
grams, while a third has recently announced procurement of 
aggregated BTM systems. additionally, California public utility 
Commission (CpuC) staff have proposed a pilot program that 
would allow customer resources, including energy storage, to 
be aggregated to provide distribution system deferral services. 
and a proposed CpuC rulemaking would change regulations  
to allow for emergency power export from BTM batteries.

SMuD offers its commercial customers a set incentive in  
return for the customer’s commitment to operate batteries in 
such a way as to reduce peak demand. Solar+storage customers 
who net meter commit that at least 51 percent of battery  
capacity will be used to shift energy generated from solar to 
offsetting loads during peak periods. Battery-only customers 
commit that at least 51 percent of battery capacity will be used 
to shift energy usage from on-peak periods to off-peak periods. 
Compensation rates vary based on battery capacity, from $600 
for a 15-kW battery to $5,000 for batteries larger than 150 kW. 
Commercial energy Storage program details are available at 
www.smud.org/en/Going-Green/Battery-storage/Business. 

SMuD is also developing a first-of-its-kind community storage 
program, energy StorageShares, that offers virtual demand 
management services to non-connected commercial customers 
who purchase shares.84 In return for their investment, partici-
pating customers receive a monthly on-bill credit commensu-
rate with the savings they would have realized by installing an 
on-site battery for demand charge reduction. The credit continues 
over a 10-year term. In turn, SMuD uses customer investments 
to procure a battery in a location that maximizes grid benefits. 
Through this program, commercial customers can receive  

guaranteed savings regardless of their load shape or their  
ability to site or maintain a battery at their facility. 

For its residential customers, SMuD offers the Smart energy 
optimizer (https://www.smud.org/en/Going-Green/Battery-stor-
age/Homeowner), a residential battery energy storage program 
that makes use of day ahead price signals to direct battery  
dispatch to specific times of day that enhance grid benefits 
beyond what a traditional time of use rate can do.

What is needed now is a suite of federal 
programs to support widespread adoption 
of the ConnectedSolutions model at the 
state level. Federal support for state policy 
and program development will be key  
to bringing energy storage to scale,  
as it has been for solar PV. 

SCe has announced a one-year pilot program in partnership 
with Sunrun, under which 300 customers will be able to install 
solar+storage systems that will be aggregated by SCe in a vir-
tual peaker arrangement.85 The utility has stated that it would 
like to expand the pilot to include other developers. The initial 
phase of the program does not include a pay-for-performance 
tariff, although participating customers will receive a $250  
incentive for participating. It is worth noting that California also 
offers the Self-generation Incentive program (SgIp) storage 
rebate, which includes enhanced incentives for low income  
and resilient systems. 

pg&e has announced procurement of 27 MW of aggregated 
BTM energy storage, pursuant to a november 2019 decision  
by the CpuC that identified potential electric system reliability 
issues beginning in summer of 2021. In that decision, the 
CpuC authorized pg&e to procure at least 716.9 MW of  
system reliability resources. See www.power-grid.com/der-grid-
edge/pge-seeks-approval-for-six-storage-projects-totaling-387-mw. 

There is also a CpuC energy Division Staff proposal for a  
ByoD Deferral Tariff, that would allow customers who own  
battery storage to enroll their devices to provide dispatchable 
grid services that could defer distribution system investments.86 
and a proposed CpuC rulemaking contemplates allowing BTM 
batteries to export power to the grid during emergencies.87 

New york: coned and PSeg  
There are two emerging ByoD programs in new york state— 
one on long Island, and one in the orange/rockland area.  
public Service enterprise group (pSeg) long Island offers a 
ByoD pay-for-performance program to its residential and com-
mercial customers. The program is like those developed by 
green Mountain power in Vermont and liberty utilities in  

https://www.smud.org/en/Going-Green/Battery-storage/Business
https://www.smud.org/en/Going-Green/Battery-storage/Homeowner
https://www.smud.org/en/Going-Green/Battery-storage/Homeowner
https://www.power-grid.com/der-grid-edge/pge-seeks-approval-for-six-storage-projects-totaling-387-mw/
https://www.power-grid.com/der-grid-edge/pge-seeks-approval-for-six-storage-projects-totaling-387-mw/
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new Hampshire. Battery customers can sign a 10-year perfor-
mance contract, under which they will be paid in return for load 
reductions behind the meter at peak demand times as signaled 
by the utility. Customer batteries will be dispatched a maximum 
of 10 times between May 1 and September 30 each year, for  
a maximum of four hours each time. The program is marketed  
to customers by third-party aggregators who enroll customers 
and manage their participation and define payment terms. The 
utility notifies the aggregators a day in advance of an event, 
and the aggregators notify their customers. Customers may  
opt out of participating in an event but doing so reduces  
their seasonal compensation.

orange & rockland utilities (o&r), a subsidiary of Consolidated 
edison, has partnered with Sunrun to offer combined solar+ 
storage systems to 300 residential customers, forming a virtual 
power plant that can be dispatched to ease congestion on the 
distribution grid.88 Sunrun will earn compensation from o&r  
for managing and dispatching the networked home systems; 
o&r will benefit by leveraging the aggregated, BTM resource  
to reduce electricity load on heavily used distribution lines.  
participating customers will receive a home solar+storage  
system at a discounted rate, as well as a resilience benefit  
in case of a grid outage.

Sunrun has been very active in developing aggregated residen-
tial solar+storage systems. In 2019, Sunrun became the first 
distributed storage developer to successfully bid 20 MW of  
aggregated residential solar and battery power into the ISo 
new england capacity market.89 also in 2019, Sunrun won  
a contract to help replace the retiring jet fueled oakland power 
plant in oakland, California with power from home solar and 
battery systems installed on low-income housing in West  
oakland and alameda County.90 Sunrun is also partnering  
with Southern California edison on a 300-customer, residential 
solar+storage pilot (see below). and in Hawaii, Sunrun is deliv-
ering electricity from home solar and batteries to the Hawaiian 
electric Company as part of an innovative grid Services  
purchase agreement.91

oregon: Portland general electric 
portland general electric (pge) has announced a pilot program 
to incentivize the installation and connection of 525 residential 
batteries in their portland, or territory.92 The customer batter-
ies will contribute about 4 MW to the grid when aggregated into 
a virtual power plant. In exchange, participating customers will 
receive an on-bill credit of $40 or $20 per month, depending  
on whether the batteries are charged from the grid or from  
solar pV. Customers may also be eligible for a rebate of 
$5,000 if they participate in a solar program offered by energy 
Trust of oregon, which manages the state’s energy efficiency 
program. Customers living within the pge Smart grid Test Bed 
will also be eligible for a rebate when they purchase a battery.

Vermont: green Mountain Power 
gMp offers two battery programs to customers: a utility-owned 
battery program in partnership with Tesla, and a customer-
owned, ByoD program. 

gMp’s programs began with a 14-unit low-income pilot program 
in Waltham, VT that was supported by Ceg/CeSa, Sandia  
national laboratories and uS Doe office of electricity.93 That 
program involved the aggregation and dispatch of 14 individual 
residential solar+storage systems for utility peak demand re-
duction. Following the development of this pilot in 2016, gMp 
rolled out a Tesla powerwall program, in which the utility owned 
and dispatched batteries placed behind customer meters,  
and customers paid a monthly fee in exchange for which they 
received resilience benefits in the event of a grid outage. This 
program evolved into gMp’s current resilient Home program,  
in which customers receive two powerwalls for complete home 
resilience. gMp has also launched a separate ByoD program 
that offers performance payments to customers that own bat-
teries.94 Batteries from six different manufacturers are eligible. 
gMp also received a grant allowing it to provide free batteries 
to 100 low-income Vermont residents.95 Through these programs, 
gMp has procured or contracted with thousands of residential 
customer batteries, as well as installing a number of larger, 
utility-scale batteries at its substations; the company recently 
announced its battery resources had saved ratepayers  
$3 million in 2020 alone.96
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Appendix C: Efficiency vs. Demand Response— 
Where do batteries belong?
Currently, customer energy storage aggregation programs come 
in two basic flavors: the ConnectedSolutions model in new eng-
land, which supports customer-owned batteries through state 
energy efficiency plans; and ByoD programs in several utility 
territories, which treat storage as part of utility demand response 
programs. one could see these as competing models, although 
customers generally will not have a choice as to which of the 
two models they prefer. From a policymaking perspective, how-
ever, it is worth considering the relative merits of each and 
whether there is an advantage in choosing one model over  
the other. 

although both models represent a significant step forward in 
distributed storage funding, Ceg suggests policymakers con-
sider adopting the ConnectedSolutions, efficiency-based model 
wherever it is feasible. There are five main reasons for this  
recommendation: 

1. The availability of larger energy efficiency budgets  
compared to demand response budgets. according to the 
uS energy Information administration, state electric energy 
efficiency budgets currently amount to about $6 billion  
nationwide (another $2 billion is allocated to gas efficiency 
programs). By contrast, utility budgets for demand response 
programs cumulatively amount to about $1.5 billion.

2. The opportunity for greater policy input into efficiency  
program development. efficiency programs tend to be more 
transparent and open to input from state policymakers, 
ngos and the general public.

3. The ability of states to incentivize utility efficiency gains 
through performance payments. The use of utility perfor-
mance incentive mechanisms (pIMs) enables states to  
reward utilities for successfully meeting efficiency program 
goals.

4. The ability of the customer to export power to the grid in 
the connectedSolutions model. By comparison, demand 
response programs are typically designed for load reduction 
only, which limits the benefits and revenue potential of  
BTM batteries. 

5. The statewide nature of energy efficiency programs, which 
supports	equitable	access	to	energy	storage	technology.	
By comparison, demand response programs are frequently 
available only to customers within a single utility territory, 
and in many cases residential customers have no oppor-
tunity to participate.

More money in efficiency budgets. according to the uS energy 
Information administration, state electric energy efficiency bud-
gets currently amount to about $6 billion nationwide (another 
$2 billion is allocated to gas efficiency programs). By contrast, 
utility budgets for demand response programs cumulatively 
amount to about $1.5 billion (see appendix Figure 1, p.45).

If policymakers wish to bring distributed storage to scale, it 
makes sense to look to the best funded programs for support. 
as appendix Figure 1 (p.45) makes clear, energy efficiency  
programs simply command more funds than demand  
response programs.

More policy control over efficiency programs. energy efficiency 
programs tend to be more proactive and more responsive to 
state policy goals than demand response programs. Typically, 
demand response programs are developed by utilities and 
approved by utility regulators. With a few exceptions, utilities 
and utility regulators do not view themselves as responsible  
for promulgating policy advances, but rather see themselves  
as providers and defenders of basic ratepayer interests such 
as reasonable rates and equitable service.97 So long as a  
utility program proposal does not unduly burden ratepayers,  

ENERGY
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a p p enD I x  F Igure  1

State energy efficiency Spending vs. utility demand response Spending

2014        2015        2016        2017

Source: uS eIa “Today in energy,” March 29, 2019. https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=38872
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it is likely to be approved by regulators.98 It is still relatively  
rare for regulators to require utilities to make more aggressive 
investments in new technology in order to advance policy goals; 
and in many states, policymakers have little input into the  
development of utility demand response programs.

energy efficiency programs, by contrast, are usually developed 
by utilities in collaboration with an efficiency advisory board  
or council. These advisory boards typically represent a broad 
selection of stakeholder interests including environmental  
organizations and state energy agencies. often, they contract 
outside experts to provide independent analysis, and they are 
far more likely to push utilities to pilot new technologies and 
advance state policy goals. These processes are also typically 
more transparent to the public, and often include formal public 
comment periods, public meetings, and other opportunities  
for stakeholders to provide input.

Ability to incentivize efficiency battery program gains. utilities, 
which typically administer both energy efficiency and demand 
response programs, may have little intrinsic motivation to make 
gains in these areas. Demand response is often viewed as a 
“passthrough” payment from the utilities’ perspective, meaning 
that payments made to customers for demand response services 
simply offset payments that would otherwise be made  to the 

grid operator or another service provider. even worse from  
the utilities’ perspective, demand reduction and increases in 
customer efficiency can have a negative impact on the utilities’ 
bottom line. as pointed out by the american Council for an  
energy-efficient economy (aCeee) in a 2018 report, “regulated 
utilities traditionally face disincentives to implementing and 
scaling up energy efficiency within their territories. efficiency 
reduces electricity sales and revenues, resulting in financial 
losses compared to traditional supply-side infrastructure invest-
ments.” Specifically, aCeee identifies three main concerns 
 utilities may have about advancing energy efficiency: program 
cost recovery, decreased energy sales, and lack of earnings 
opportunities for shareholders compared to other utility  
investments.99

To combat these disincentives, states have increasingly turned 
to utility performance incentive mechanisms (pIMs). While a 
few states incentivize utilities to engage in demand response 
offerings, many more incentivize utilities to expand and effec-
tively administer energy efficiency programs. according to aCeee, 
29 states have adopted utility performance incentives within 
their efficiency programs – essentially, payments for utilities  
to reward them for achieving efficiency goals. This provides a 
way to encourage utilities to support the scale-up of battery 
storage through ConnectedSolutions-type programs.
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The use of pIMs has proven to be very effective. In Massa- 
chusetts, for example, aCeee reports, “The incentive structure 
in place has resulted in energy efficiency programs being 
viewed as a core business unit capable of contributing to  
the overall business objectives of [national grid].”100

Ability to export to the grid. Traditionally, demand response 
programs are load-reducing only; they are not designed to  
allow customers to export power to the grid. This makes sense 
because demand response programs have generally been avail-
able only to industrial and large commercial customers, who 
get compensated for turning down large facility loads during 
demand peaks. Because these programs compensate customers 
for load reductions, they rely on baselining—that is, they require 
customers to establish a baseline load, against which load  
reductions can be measured. In theory, there is no reason  
customers with generators or storage behind their meters 
could not export power through a demand response program, 
but that would likely require significant changes in program 
rules and in the utility’s tariff.

By contrast, ConnectedSolutions does allow power export.  
This means that customer earnings (and battery sizes) are  
not limited by the facility’s load. It also makes it easier for  
residential customers to participate. residential loads are  
typically quite modest, so a solar+storage residential customer 
would not see significant revenues if their ConnectedSolutions 
contract allowed for load reductions only. 

A state-wide solution. If state policymakers want to promote 
and support widespread deployment of distributed energy stor-
age, adding it into an existing energy efficiency plan is a viable 
way to establish such support across the state, without the 
burden of standing up a new program with a new budget. once 
added to the state’s energy efficiency program, the battery  
offering will be marketed to customers of all the regulated utili-
ties in the state. By contrast, leaving distributed storage to be 
developed by utilities through demand response programs is 
likely to result, at best, in scattered battery pilot programs ad-
vanced by a few progressive utilities, but not in comprehensive 
state-wide programs made available to all customers equally.

Bigstock/teerapon
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Appendix D: Program Documents  
and Resources
Below are links to resources for state policymakers and regu-
lators who are considering adopting a ConnectedSolutions 
model program. 

S TAT e  P O l i c i e S  A N d  O r d e r S

arizona Corporation Commission battery rebate and ByoD 
program (proposed): https://www.azcc.gov/news/2020/10/ 
01/commissioner-lea-m%C3%a1rquez-peterson-leads-second-
chance-for-az-homeowners-to-install-new-rooftop-solar-in-2020-
2021-provides-one-more-year-at-current-export-rate and  
https://docket.images.azcc.gov/e000009162.pdf 

California puC staff proposal to allow BTM batteries to export 
power during grid emergencies: https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1nCel5monMkeelDg6xphWsdk6p0I5gle1/view 

California Southern California edison customer battery 
program: https://www.solarpowerworldonline.com/2020/06/
sunrun-partners-with-southern-california-edison 

California SMuD StorageShares program: https://www.
cleanegroup.org/smuds-energy-storageshares-program/ 

California SMuD residential solar+storage system estimator: 
https://www.smud.org/en/going-green/Battery-storage/
Homeowner 

Connecticut green Bank battery program proposal (Solarize 
Storage): pura-Docket-no.-17-12-03re03-–-Solarize-Storage-
proposal-from-the-green-Bank.pdf (ctgreenbank.com)

Connecticut eversource battery program proposal: http://www.
dpuc.state.ct.us/dockcurr.nsf/8e6fc37a54110e3e852576190
052b64d/03e85be2e5c42978852585b600530c53? 
openDocument 

Connecticut pura Straw electric Storage program Design: 
http://www.dpuc.state.ct.us/DoCKCurr.nSF/0/f8eea3048fc
b4ace8525865400707a2c/$FIle/re03%20Straw%20
proposal.pdf 

Connecticut energy efficiency plan: https://portal.ct.gov/-/
media/Deep/energy/ConserloadMgmt/FInal-2021-plan-
update-Filed-10302020.pdf 

new Hampshire energy efficiency plan proposal: https://www.
puc.nh.gov/regulatory/Docketbk/2020/20-092/InITIal%20
FIlIng%20-%20peTITIon/20-092_2020-09-01_nHuTIlITIeS_
ee_plan.pDF   

new Hampshire liberty utilities battery storage pilot program: 
https://new-hampshire.libertyutilities.com/acworth/
residential/smart-energy-use/electric/battery-storage.html 

Massachusetts energy efficiency statewide plan: https:// 
ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/exh.-1-Final-plan-10-31-18-
With-appendices-no-bulk.pdf 

Massachusetts ConnectedSolutions program materials: 
https://www.nationalgridus.com/media/pdfs/bus-ways-to-
save/connectedsolutions-ciprogrammaterials.pdf 

Massachusetts Cape light Compact program (including lMI 
solar+storage+heat pump systems, and previous free battery 
proposal): https://www.capelightcompact.org/eeplan 

Massachusetts national grid navigant Consulting (guidehouse) 
report: This report is no longer available online, but results are 
included in a presentation to the Massachusetts energy effici-
ency advisory Council: https://ma-eeac.org/wp-content/uploads/
January-Demand-presentation_eeaC_Final_1-16-20.pdf

Massachusetts SMarT program guideline regarding low 
Income generation units: https://www.mass.gov/doc/low-
income-generation-units-guideline-october-2020/download 
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rhode Island ConnectedSolutions program materials:  
https://www.nationalgridus.com/media/pdfs/resi-ways-to-
save/connected-solutions-ri-program-materials.pdf 

rhode Island energy efficiency plan: http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2019/11/ngrid-ri-2020-annual-ee-plan.pdf 

Vermont gMp Tesla program: https://greenmountainpower.
com/rebates-programs/home-energy-storage/powerwall

Vermont gMp ByoD program: https://greenmountainpower.
com/rebates-programs/home-energy-storage/bring-your-own-
device 

Vermont gMp resilient Home program: https://
greenmountainpower.com/rebates-programs/home-energy-
storage/resilient-home 

Vermont gMp lMI home health program: https://vermontbiz.
com/news/2018/august/20/150000-vlite-grant-will-ensure-
power-reliability-low-income-gmp-customers 
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